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This action is funded by the European Union, by Latvia, Lithuania and Belarus Cross-border
Cooperation Programme within the European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument.
The Latvia, Lithuania and Belarus Cross-border Cooperation Programme within the European
Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument succeeds the Baltic Sea Region INTERREG IIIB
Neighbourhood Programme Priority South IIIA Programme for the period of 2007-2013. The overall
strategic goal of the programme is to enhance the cohesion of the Latvian, Lithuanian and Belarusian
border region, to secure a high level of environmental protection and to provide for economic and
social welfare as well as to promote intercultural dialogue and cultural diversity.
Latgale region in Latvia, Panevėžys, Utena, Vilnius, Alytus and Kaunas counties in Lithuania, as well as
Vitebsk, Mogilev, Minsk and Grodno oblasts take part in the Programme. The Joint Managing
Authority of the programme is the Ministry of the Interior of the Republic of Lithuania. The web site of
the programme is www.enpi-cbc.eu.
The European Union is made up of 28 Member States who have decided to gradually link together
their know-how, resources and destinies. Together, during a period of enlargement of 50 years, they
have built a zone of stability, democracy and sustainable development whilst maintaining cultural
diversity, tolerance and individual freedoms.
The European Union is committed to sharing its achievements and its values with countries and
peoples beyond its borders.
The contents of this publication are the sole responsibility of Association Euroregion “Country of
Lakes” and can in no way be taken to reflect the views of the European Union.
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Introduction

Strategy 2014-2020 of Euroregion „Country of Lakes” has been elaborated within the Project „Third
STEP for the strategy of Euroregion “Country of lakes” – planning future together for sustainable social
and economic development of Latvian-Lithuanian-Belarussian border territories/3rd STEP” "3-rd step”
(LLB-1-083), financed from European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument 2007-2013 Cross
Border Cooperation Programme Latvia-Lithuania-Belarus.
Strategy has been elaborated bu «Grupa93" Ltd, under contract with the Bureau of Latvia Evroregiona
"Lake District" c 1 March 2013 on 31 August 2014.
Strategy has been approvad by Euroregion "Country of Lakes" Council in Utena, Lithuania, June 6,
2014.
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Since 1998, when the Euroregion “Country of Lakes” was established, it showed itself as an innovative
implementer of projects, “platform” of friendship and successfully growing institution.
For Euroregion, which unites 31 municipality of border regions of Latvia, Lithuania and Belarus, it is
the third symbolical step – the third work strategy of the Euroregion, which expresses strong
determination, ripe cooperation, which knows the value of the experience of the Euroregion and is
sure about further success.


The first strategy of Euroregion “Country of Lakes” for 2001-2007 was worked out under support
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Norway and Norwegian association of local and regional
municipalities. That time the Euroregion started its first projects, gained experience and studied,
widening the range of contacts, engaging new participants and partners from municipality and
state sector. During that period such projects as the project of culinary heritage, projects of cycling
routes Exciting Cycling etc. were implemented.



The second strategy for 2008-2013 was worked out under support of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of Latvia and became a basis for implementing responsible and big-volume projects. This
period reflected special niche of Euroregion “Country of Lakes” – attractive, exciting, innovative
projects, involving society, partners from state and municipality sectors, businesspersons,
associations, schools that obtains wide response and helped to firm the prestige of the
Euroregion.
The
biggest
recognition
and
popularity
2001 – 2006
Studied
obtained the projects, where
many partners from three
countries took part, when the
interests of Euroregion were
Realized their
represented in large scale with
2007 – 2013
role, expanded
exchange of experience between
municipalities, cooperation of
business activity, putting in
order infrastructure in economic
development,
especially
in
tourism
development,
Get mature and
2014 – 2020
implementation of culinary
become a sample
heritage
concept,
sports
for the others
championships
and
competitions, assistance to
culture industry of border regions.



The third strategy of Euroregion “Country of Lakes” for 2014-2020, which work out is performed
under financial support of border cooperation of Latvia, Lithuania, and Belarus. Actually, it was
“the third step” and makes a kind of “stage of maturity” and development on the new level –
potential of Euroregion is to become a sample of demonstrating transborder cooperation of the
European Union.

Proportionally accrued experience involved financing also increased. If up to now Euroregion realized
projects for 13 million EUR, for the next period its increase could be planned. Ideas of projects are
included into strategy, which realization costs up to 40 million EUR.
For successful project activity of Euroregion and attracting financing good perspectives exist, because
1) experience of successful cooperation and work with projects accrued;
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2) comparing to euroregions within the European Union, this euroregion is situated by the outer
border of EU, unites participants from EU and CIS countries and essentially solves important problems
of stable territorial development.
Cooperation is based on close neighbouring relationships, on people, which are here, right after the
lake, nearest border, at joint cultural events, relativeness, information exchange, sport and tourism
projects, infrastructural development, protection of environment and assistance to business activity.
Cooperation is based on responsibility for native area, cultural heritage and natural values – on
historically and geomorphologically formed lakeness (ratio of lake surface to drainage area) of Latgale,
Aukstaitija and part North-East in Belarus, the name of the euroregion – “Country of Lakes” has
appeared from it.

The Authors
Participants of Euroregions – municipalities and administrates highly evaluate participation of their
partners, responsiveness and involvement in strategy planning of Euroregion “Country of Lakes” for
the next financial period as well as for prior cooperation in transborder projects.
Strategy work out was performed during meetings of nine thematic working groups in two-day
seminars, where representatives of three countries-participants of Euroregion took part, on transport
theme, ICT, business activity, education, culture, sports, environment, nature and society.
Special thanks to the working group in working out the Strategy (the list of the authors of the
Strategy attached).
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1. THE PORTRAIT OF EUROREGION “COUNTRY OF LAKES”

1.scheme.

Location of Euroregion

Euroregion “Country of Lakes” (hereinafter – Euroregion) is situated by the eastern border of the
European Union and the North-West border of Belarus.
Euroregion “Country of Lakes” represents Belarus, Latvia and Lithuania.

Country
Belarus
Latvia
Lithuania

1.table. The portrait of the countries represented by Euroregion “Country of Lakes”
Population in the
Gross Domestic
beginning of 2014
Area
Capital city
Product
(million)
(2013)
2
9,3
207 600 km
Minsk
$ 71.71 billion
2,0
64 598 km2
Riga
$ 30,96 billion
2
3,0
65 300 km
Vilnius
$ 45,93 billion

Data source: http://www.worldbank.org
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Euroregion “Country of Lakes” is one
of 187 regions in the European Union,
established for border cooperation
between regions and is remarkable for
being the district of two different
economical areas of diverse legal and
tax bases. Belarus is a part of the
Customs union, which is a socially
oriented economics and politically
stable system, Latvia and Lithuania are
a part of European Union with market
economics and political system based
on liberal values.

2.scheme.

EU border regions and Euroregion
“Country of Lakes”

Comparing
to
Euroregions
established within EU, Euroregion
“Country of Lakes”, as a region,
situated by the outer border of EU,
vividly represents the problems,
which could be successfully solved in
transborder cooperation program.
EU border regions have established
Association of European Border
Regions.

1.1. History
Municipalities of Latvia, Lithuania and Belarus have very old traditions of cooperation, especially in
culture. After Latvia, Lithuania and Belarus re-obtained independency cooperation of neighbouring
countries became limited; crossing borders was complicated by visa regime, however, even though
difference in legal aspect and limited funding of co-financing transborder projects, friendly
relationships were retained. In 1998 in Kraslava, as a border municipality, an idea about establishing
the council of transborder cooperation of the border regions has appeared.
Kraslava in Latvia, Braslav in Belarus, Ingalina in Lithuania – historically first municipalities in
establishing Euroregion “Country of Lakes”. Ministries of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Latvia and
the Republic of Belarus supported the municipalities’ initiative of border regions to cooperate.
Consulate of the Latvian Republic in Vitebsk, Belarus, under the guidance of the consul A. Krauze and
General consulate of the Republic of Belarus in Daugavpils, Latvia, under the guidance of the general
consul V. Markovich were the first foreign representatives, which confirmed the willingness of
countries to cooperate.
Historically and geomorphologically created lake area gave a name to the region of cooperation –
“Country of Lakes”. In the beginning in 1998, just several municipalities cooperated. Today Euroregion
“Country of Lakes” is an association of 31 municipality of border regions of Latvia, Lithuania and
Belarus.
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1.2. Association “Euroregion “Country of Lakes””
Historically border regions were developing side by side and were closely related. This can be seen in
the ethnical content, cultural and religious heritage.
Association of border municipalities of Latvia, Lithuania and Belarus, established in 1998 in Kraslava.
Now Euroregion unites 31 member – 15 municipalities from Latvia, 7 municipalities from Lithuania and
9 administrates from Belarus (Scheme 3. Territory of Euroregion “Country of Lakes”).
Association’s “Euroregion “Country of Lakes”” activities is aimed on firming the transborder
cooperation, exchange of experience and motivating integrated territorial development in accordance
with priorities of the European Union.
Association “Euroregion “Country of Lakes”” carries out projects within target programs the Structural
Fund of the European Union “European Territorial Cooperation”.

3.scheme.

Territory of Euroregion “Country of Lakes”
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Latvian Republic
Aglona county municipality
Balvi county municipality
Dagda county municipality
Daugavpils city Council
Daugavpils county Council
Ilukste county municipality
Karsava county municipality
Kraslava county Council
Livani county municipality
Ludza county municipality
Preili county municipality
Rezekne city Council
Rezekne county municipality
Riebini county municipality
Vilani county municipality

Lithuanian Republic
Zarasai district
municipality
Ignalina district
municipality
Svencionys district
municipality
Utena district
municipality
Visaginas municipality
Anyksciai district
municipality
Kupiskis district
municipality

Republic of Belarus
Council of Deputies of Braslaw
district
Council of Deputies of
Vyerhnyadzvinsk district
Council of Deputies of
Hlybokaye district
Council of Deputies of Miyory
district
Council of Deputies of Pastavy
district
Council of Deputies of Rasoni
district
Council of Deputies of Polatsk
city
Council of Deputies of
Navapolatsk city
Council of Deputies of
Sharkovshchina district

Association’s “Euroregion “Country of Lakes”” work is arranged as follows:
 The Council of Euroregion is the supreme body, which makes decisions, for example, studies the
ideas of projects, programs and plans. In the territories of the members of Euroregion in Belarus,
Latvia and Lithuania, in accordance with national legislation, Councils of Belarus, Latvia and
Lithuania are established.
 The Directorate of Euroregion is a constantly acting supreme executive authority, which includes
Belorussian bureau, Latvian bureau and Lithuanian bureau.
 If suggested by the Council or Directorate the working groups are created to solve sector
questions. The working groups:
- Spatial planning
- Education, NGO and sports
- Social sphere
- Culture
- Tourism and protection of environment
- Economic development, development of business and infrastructure
- Border crossing problems.

1.3. Basic facts about territory of Euroregion “Country
of Lakes”
Euroregion area is 35.9 thousand km2, of which 15.2 thousand km2 (42 %) are located in Belarus, 12,1
thousand km2 (34 %) in Latvia, and 8,6 thousand km2 (24%) – in Lithuania.
Euroregion area has 823 thousand inhabitants, of which 375,5 thousand live (46 %) in Belarus, 275,6
thousand (33%) – in Latvia and 172 thousand (21 %) – in Lithuania.
839 thousand people live in the territory of the region, 391.5 thousand (46%) of them lives in Belarus,
275.6 thousand (33%) – in Latvia and 172 thousand (21%) – in Lithuania.
In the ethnic composition of Euroregion Slavic nations dominate – 40% of inhabitants are Belarusians,
20% Russians (2/3 of them live in Latgale) and 4% Poles (60% of them in Latgale). The Balts make just
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33% of inhabitants of the region – 18% Lithuanians, 15% Latvians. Besides major population of big
cities of Latvia and Lithuania (Daugavpils, Rezekne and Visaginas) consists of Russians.

4.scheme.

Population of the territory of Euroregion “Country of Lakes” and its ethnic
composition

Data source: LR CSP, LT, Belstat

Immigration is characteristic for Latvia and Lithuania; at the same time the main reason for population
reduce in Belarus is negative natural (birth) increase. Nevertheless, natural increase in Belarus is twice
bigger than in Latvia and Lithuania. Natural increase has a growth tendency; in big cities, it is already
positive.
Pure migration in Belarus is 8-9 times lower than in Latvia or Lithuania and has a tendency of
decrease.
In the beginning of 2013, 61-62% of population of Euroregion lived in cities. The highest level of
urbanization in Euroregion was on Belarussian part (70%). At the same time on Lithuanian part only
43% of population and 61% of population of Latvia live in cities. The biggest cities of Euroregion are:
Navapolatsk (107 thousand), Polatsk (84 thousand), Daugavpils (89 thousand), Rezekne (31 thousand),
Utena (28 thousand), Visaginas (21 thousand), Pastavy (20 thousand), Hlybokaye (19 thousand) and
Anyksciai (10 thousand). The other cities of Euroregion have less than 10 thousand population.
Euroregion “Country of Lakes” has developed by the territory of by the countries of two economic
zones with different economic rules and tax bases. Belarus connects it future with participation in the
Customs Union; Latvia and Lithuania participate in the European Union with liberal market economy.
The competition between two economic zones (EU and Customs Union) is inevitable, which
sometimes is performed through trade and economic methods. Consequences of disagreements are
most vividly shown in the peripheral regions.
.
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5.scheme.

Location of Euroregion “Country of Lakes” in the border zone of EU and CIS

Nature and environment
Euroregion is situation in the zone of moderate climate, in the zone of mixed forests. Here air flows of
moderate width and western winds dominate. Euroregion has a very typical continental climate with
cold winter and warm summer and relatively low precipitation. Average temperature in January is
from -4 ° С until -10 ° С, July – from + 17 ° С until 21 ° С. The precipitation from 600-700 mm. Snow
layer reaches up to 30 cm.
Euroregion is situated in transitional forest zone, where pine trees grow together with broadleaf trees.
That defines biodiversity of Euroregion. Relatively big territories are under meadows and marshes.
Hydrographic net contains of rivers Daugava, Narva and Neman. The biggest river is Daugava or
Western Dvina, which flows from Valdai Elevation in Russia, falls into the Baltic Sea. Daugava is one of
the biggest 10 rivers in the basin of the Baltic Sea and it crosses the territories of three countries –
Russia, Belarus and Latvia. Length of Daugava is 1005 km.
The biggest lakes of Euroregion: Razna lake (57810 ha), the deepest lake in the Baltic states Dridzis (64
m), as well as Osveya and Visaginas lakes. Specially should be marked the transbordering (guarded)
lake Ricci of 12.86 km2, 5.88 km2 of which in the territory of Latvia. In the territory of Belarus the lake
has 9 islands.
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6.scheme.

Regions of river basins

Data source: Plan of the Daugava basin region governance. Latvian-Swedish project, 2003,

Telecommunication and most means of mass media in Belarus belong to the state. In Latvia and
Lithuania private mobile operators, telecommunication and internet companies operate. During past
years big funds were invested in building electronic net infrastructure in the countryside (optical
pipes). In Latvia connection to the Internet will be available for 75% of users.
Maximal tariffs for telephone calls within the European Union, including Latvia and Lithuania from July
01, 2014 were fixed as follows:
 € 0,19 per minute for outcoming calls;
 € 0,05 per minute for incoming call;
 € 0,06 per outcoming text message;
 € 0,20 for 1 MB of data uploaded from the Internet.
Tariffs in EU and CIS countries, including Belarus, are not regulates and cause rather high costs,
depending on the operator’s pricing politics (from € 0,20 (BITE), ~ € 0,50 (Tele2) up to ~ € 0,70 (LMT)
per minute for outcoming call). Tariffs of CIS countries to EU countries: outcoming calls ~ € 0,83 (Best)
and ~ € 1.41 (FE Welcom) per minute, costs of the Internet € 2,85 (FE Welcom).
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7.scheme.

Differences in levels of gross salaries and unemployment

Data source: national statistic services, employment agencies.

Total length of borders between countries is 463 km. Length of the border between Latvia and
Lithuania is 78 km of 588 km – total length of borders of the countries; between Latvia and Belarus –
161 km of 171 km of the common border between the countries, bet between Lithuania and Belarus –
224 km of 660 km.
Alongside Latvia and Lithuania entering the EU customs control has totally changed (just on selective
basis). Border control on the border of Latvia and Lithuania was terminated from December 21, 2007,
when Latvia and Lithuania entered the Schengen agreement.
The most important border points between Latvia and Russia are:
 Border point of customs and sanitary control Grebneva-Ubilinka on the motorway A13 / A116;
 Border point of customs and sanitary control Terehova-Burachki on the motorway A12/M9
and railway cross point in Zilupe (located near Euroregion).
The most important border points between Latvia and Belarus:
 Border point of customs and sanitary control Paternieki-Grigorovschina on the motorway
A6/P20,
 Border point of customs and sanitary control Silene-Urbani on the motorway P68/P3,
 Border railway point Indra.
The most important border points between Latvia and Lithuania:
 Border point Medumi-Smelyne on the motorway A13/A6 or E262;
 Border point Zemgale-Turmantas;
 Border point Demene-Tilza.
These motorways are the main land transportation corridor of Euroregion.
There are no border points between Lithuania and Belarus in the territory of Euroregion. The closest
point are located not far from Vilnius on Lithuanian regional motorway 103 Vilnius-Polatsk and
Belarussian motorway P45.
There are no big airports in the territory of Euroregion, from which national companies perform their
flights. Regional airport on Belarussian side is located 9 km from Polatsk. On the Latvian side – it is
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planned to restore the airport near Daugavpils and Rezekne. Lithuania has established the network of
countryside airports. The closest big airports are in Vitebsk, Vilnius and Riga.
Diplomatic relationships between Latvia and Belarus were established in April 7, 1992. Latvia and
Belarus have signed intergovernmental agreements:
 Agreement on simplified procedure of issuing visas to inhabitants of the border region (valid
since 06-01-2003).
 Agreement on simplified procedure of mutual visits for inhabitants of the border region (valid
since 01-12-2011).
 Agreement on Latvian-Belorussian border regime (signed on 04.10.2013).
The Republic of Latvia has diplomatic missions in the Republic of Belarus:
• Embassy in Minsk (officially opened in 1993);
• Consulate in Vitebsk (officially opened in 1994).
The Republic of Belarus has diplomatic missions the Republic of Latvia:
• Embassy in Riga;
• General consulate in Daugavpils.
Diplomatic relationships between the Republic of Belarus and Lithuania were established on
December 30, 1992.
• Agreement between the Republic of Lithuania and the Republic of Belarus on good
neighbourly relations and cooperation. Signed on February 6, 1995 in Vilnius.
• Agreement between the Republic of Lithuania and the Republic of Belarus on LithuanianBelarussian state border. Signed on February 6, 1995 in Vilnius.
• Agreement on regime of Belorussian-Lithuanian state border. Ratified by the Republic of
Belarus on May 6, 2011.
Latvian and Lithuanian diplomatic relationships were re-established on October 5, 1991. Agreement
on the border is not signed.
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1.4. SWOT analysis
1.4.1. Strength











Long-term cooperation experience (more than ten years).
Successful experience in projects – realized innovative, creative projects, which obtained good
results and positive answer from local inhabitants, widened range of Euroregion partners.
Location on the outer EU border creates a potential for good transborder projects in order to
show essential solutions of border questions.
National help and diplomatic support in order to cooperate in realizing projects between EU and
CIS countries create “international sounding”.
EU politics of territorial cooperation and financial support of bordering cooperation programs.
The territory of Euroregion is easily accessible from EU, CIS, and Scandinavia.
Euroregion contains big cities (which population is around 100 thousand) - Navapolatsk, Polatsk,
Daugavpils and a net of small cities.
Significant total length of the border – 383 km.
Good quality of the environment in the territory of Euroregion.
Big number of lakes – special natural uniqueness.

8.scheme.

Political and economic context of Euroregion “Country of Lakes”
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1.4.2. Weaknesses





Economic backwardness – Euroregion is located in border regions, gets s “roadside” effects.
Population decreases.
Very high level of unemployment of the Latvian and Lithuanian side.
Low level of salaries comparing to central areas and capital cities of the countries.

1.4.3. Opportunities







Economic potential of the territory – international motorways, natural capital, network of the
cities.
Using long-term and close contacts in development of new projects.
Involving other organizations in border projects and cooperation with national organizations (road
traffic, environmental protection etc.).
Offering successful, creative, interesting projects for very new level of solving specific questions of
Euroregion. Not to lose interesting projects – cycling, rural tourism.
More active participation in promoting worldwide accepted values and nowadays solutions in
using ICT, cultural heritage, clean environment, health (including healthy meal, active lifestyle
etc.), effectiveness of energy, education, qualification and labour productivity.
Sharing experience in bordering cooperation with other euroregions.

1.4.4. Threats





Increase of economical backwardness and improvement of negative social processes.
Increase of insecurity in border regions, increase of illegal economic activity and crime.
Risk to loose stability of prior projects.
Estrangement of the neighbouring regions. Increase of intolerance on the national basis.
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1.5. Political and Strategic Documents
1.5.1. European level documents
European-level document declares that the border regions are often located away from the centres of
the country, where decisions are made. Therefore, the border deserves special attention. European
territorial cooperation scheme helps regions of Europe work together, jointly with many partners
solving similar problems and promoting the exchange of experience in enhancement of innovation.
European Territorial Cooperation (ETC) regulation (draft) provides specific rules for ERDF support
concerning the target of European Territorial Cooperation for the planning period from 2014 to 2020,
setting the ETS elements of cooperation, territorial coverage and financing conditions, the thematic
tasks and index.
European Commission develops new Neighbourhood Instrument, which will replace the 2007 to 2013
the existing European Parliament and Council Regulation (EC) No.1638 / 2006 and which will provide
opportunity for Latvia to continue the successful cooperation with Russia and Belarus.
EC at the end of 2012 has started working at the EQF Programming draft document, the main
objective of cross-border cooperation at the EU outer borders of the 2014 - 2020 programming
period:
 to support the sustainable development of both sides of the EU's outer borders,
 help to reduce the differences in levels of living,
 to focus on the opportunities and challenges arising from the EU enlargement or regional
mutual closeness across land and sea borders.
The partnership agreement is a hierarchically highest planning document for the period 2014 to 2020,
which is tuned with the EC, which includes all EU funds in Latvia. The main target of the partnership
agreement is to provide coordination of all investments and its mutual synergy.

1.5.2. Documents of national level
Latvian Sustainable Development Strategy until 2030 (Latvia 2030) and the National Development
Plan 2014 to 2020 is marked by the Eastern border region of Latgale, the city as a promoter of
economic growth, territorial development role.
Lithuanian Development Strategy "Lithuania 2030" is not reflected in the spatial dimension. Part of
indicators such as the number of tourists in rural areas is also applicable to the territory of Euroregion.
Belarus has developed the Belarusian National Sustainable Development Strategy for 2020 (National
Sustainable Development Strategy for the period until 2020, the Republic of Belarus)1 it is noted that
planning development of Belarus it should be taken into account that Belarus has 1500 km long border
with the EU Member States - the potential for external economic cooperation and cross-border cooperation and good neighbourly relations. Belarus will realize cross-border cooperation with the Black
Sea countries and the Baltic States.

1

http://un.by/ru/publications/thema/sustainabledevelopment
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1.5.3. Previous strategies of Euroregion
The first strategy of Euroregion “Country of Lakes” for 2001-2007
The first strategy was developed supported by the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the
Norwegian local and regional associations. During this time, the Euroregion began its first projects
strengthened by administrative capacity, gained experience and learned, extended contact network,
involved new members and partners from local government and the public sector.
Within the strategy project the meeting of 14 Working Groups was arranged, as well as the Norwegian
expert trip to the Latvian, Lithuanian and Belarusian authorities in August 2001, a study tour of the
Directorate staff to Norway in October 2001, three meetings of the Council, as well as regular daily
work of the Directorate offices and municipalities. Overall, the project has involved about 150 people.
The project finished in 2002; the concluding conference took place in November 2002 in Zarasai,
Lithuania.
The main results of the project: the Euroregion strategy was developed, trained office staff of
Euroregion, Euroregion strengthened the administrative structure of the project and cross-border
cooperation measures in work related to the personnel involved in motivation, informing residents of
Euroregion about its activities, designed and implemented 30% of the draft prepared in cultural,
business development, tourism, information and experience exchange branches. Were implemented
Projects like culinary heritage of Latgale and Aukštaitija, so continued cooperation with Belarusian
partners in development of cycling route network project Exciting Cycling, Small and Medium Business
Development stimulation of Euroregion "Country of Lakes" territory and others. More – in the Chapter
1.7.1. Projects 2008 to 2013.
The second strategy of Euroregion “Country of Lakes” for 2008-2013
Strategy of Euroregion “Country of Lakes” was developed for 2008-2013 within the project "Land of
Lakes 2012" approved by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The project published presentation material
"Euroregion" Country of Lakes "- 10", improved Euroregion "Country of Lakes" website
www.ezeruzeme.lv and in the end of the project an international conference on "Land of Lakes 2012"
took place.
The strategy of Euroregion "Country of Lakes" for 2008-2013 provides cross-border cooperation in
four areas: infrastructure development, socio-economic development, tourism and environmental
protection.
The implementation of the strategy was performed from the program Interreg III, European
neighbouring relationships and partnering instrument and Belarussian euroregional cooperation state
program for 2007-2010. More – in Chapter 1.7.2. Projects 2008-2013.

1.5.4. Strategies of other Euroregions
Euroregion movement began in 1958, when the first Euroregions was founded in Germany and the
Netherlands. Particularly active in the establishment of Euroregions continued in the twentieth
century 90s, when they were already 70. Currently, the European Union (and at its external borders)
has more than 187 Euroregions. EU border regions have set up an "Association of European border
regions."
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The Euroregion "Country of Lakes" used to cooperate with the Euroregions "Pskov - Livonia"
Euroregions "Belovezskaja Puscha" Euroregions "Sun" as well as with the association "Peipsi Project,
Pskov" and the administrations of Russia and Belarus and Lithuania, Estonia and other countries'
municipalities.
Analysing other Euroregions planning documents in order to use them as examples and experience
summary, it can be concluded that Euroregion "Country of Lakes" strategy should be taken into
account:
 Experience in cooperation between economically and politically different regions
Euroregion "Country of Lakes" has a significant experience in the organization of cross-border
cooperation between EU countries and Eastern neighbouring areas - Russia, Belarus, Ukraine.
 Size of Euroregions
For Euroregion "Country of Lakes" is important to look at the equivalent amount of Euroregions by
area and by population.
 Geographical location
For Euroregion "Country of Lakes" is important to look at the Euroregions activity that is similar
latitudes and are linked to a single macro-region with the same problem (corridors, the environmental
status of the Baltic Sea, cultural ties, etc.)
 Achievements
For Euroregion "Country of Lakes" is important to assess what achievements could be attributed to
itself planning its next project period, such as the Upper Austrian Centre of Excellence project, the
Helsinki-Tallinn twin city economic ties, Lake Peipus, the Baltic Sea and other common examples of
water management (Daugava).
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1.6. Financial sources in 2007-2013
Totally, in 2007-2013 52 cross-border cooperation programs were available. Euroregion “Country of
Lakes” was able to use the following:
- Latvian-Lithuanian-Belarussian cross-border cooperation program (EKPI);
- Latvian-Estonian-Russian cross-border cooperation program;
- Latvian-Lithuanian cross-border cooperation program.

Latvian - Lithuanian - Belarus Cross Border Cooperation Programme
under the European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument for the Baltic Sea Region INTERREG III
B Neighbourhood Programme IIIA Priority South continued in 2007 - 2013. The program covers the
Latvian region of Latgale, Panevezys, Utena, Vilnius, Alytus and Kaunas counties in Lithuania, as well as
Vitebsk, Mogilev, Minsk, Grodno and Minsk urban areas in Belarus.

Estonian - Latvian - Russian Cross-Border Cooperation Programme under the
European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument 2007 - 2013. The program aims to make the
wider border area an attractive place for both its inhabitants and businesses through activities in living
standards and improving the investment climate. To achieve this strategic goal, the Programme
highlights three priorities that focus on the promotion of economic development, solutions to
common problems in the border area and the promotion of cooperation between local districts.

Latvian - Lithuanian cross-border cooperation program of ERDF funds
available for the co-financing of projects is around 60 million. EUR. Overall, during the period from
2007 to 2013, 116 projects have been approved. Of those Latvian - 296, Lithuanian - 321 project. In
Latvia involving 59 institutions and 237 partner organizations.

1.7. Projects realized by Euroregion “Country of Lakes”
During the period from 1999 to 2008, Euroregion “Country of Lakes” carried out projects for the total
amount of 2,235 million EUR. During the period from 2007 to 2013 Euroregion carried out projects for
the total amount of 10,65 million EUR, providing co-financing for average 11%, including seven big
projects from 200 thousand EUR (Nature therapy) up to almost two million EUR (EstLatRus Traffic).
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So far, the Euroregion has managed 12.9 million euros, which means that the Euroregion "Country
of Lakes" has considerable experience and skills.

1.7.1. Projects from 2001 to 2008
Project
1. Creation of Latvian and Belarussian
information centre
2. Working out strategy of Euroregion “Country
of Lakes”
3. International youth environmental camps
4. Informational project of the euroregion
5. Firming administrative structures of
Euroregion
6. Sport games and international conference in
Latgale on “Bordering cooperation as an
impetus for further development”
7. “Management and marketing of the rural
tourism in Euroregion “Country of Lakes””
8. “Stimulation of development of small and
medium business in the territory of Euroregion
“Country of Lakes””
9. Culinary service network in Latgale (Latgale
CUISINE) basing on Culinary concept (LV, LT)

2.table. Summary of projects 2001 - 2008
Time of
Financing
implementatiion
ЕС Phare CREDO program
1999.-2000.
Norwegian association of local
authorities
Norwegian association of local
authorities
Norwegian association of local
authorities
Norwegian association of local
authorities
Balvi district council and local
municipalities

2001.-2002.

TACIS CBC program

2002.

PHARE Border Cooperation
Program

2002.-2003.

PHARE Border Cooperation
Program “Special arrangements
in the interest of the Baltic Sea
region”;
Foundation of small projects
10. “Culinary heritage as a method of Interreg IIIA Program
development regional tourism network in
Euroregion “Country of Lakes” (acronym
“Discover the Region of Lakes!”) (LV, LT, BY)
11. “Bicycle. Development of route network
Interreg IIIB Program
“The Baltic Country of Lakes”

2000.-2002.
2002.
2002.
2002.

2003.-2004.

2005.-2006.

2005.-2007.

1.7.2. Projects from 2008 to 2013
1.7.2.1
Full title of the
project

Project „LatLit Traffic”
Harmonic cross-border cooperation to improve road safety - Latvian Lithuanian
territory

Abbreviation of LatLit Traffic
project’s title
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Supported by
programme

Latvian - Lithuanian cross-border cooperation program
Overall objective To promote harmonious cross border cooperation in traffic safety in 23 Latvian and
Lithuanian urban and rural settlements at the same time improving the internal and
external accessibility and contributing to socio-economical development in the
territory of Euroregion „Country of lakes”.
Specific
objective

To improve the internal and external public road/ street infrastructure.
To raise public awareness on the traffic safety issues by 5 international public
involvement campaigns in the 15 partner territories of the remote regions of LV and
LT located at EU external border.

Partners

Euroregion “Country of lakes”,
Daugavpils Local Municipality
Ludza Local Municipality
Kraslava Local Municipality
Aglona Local Municipality
Livani Local Municipality
Rezekne City Council
Vilani Local Municipality
Rezekne Local Municipality
Malta Rural municipality
Riebini Local Municipality
arasai District Municipality
Utena District Municipality
Ignalina District Municipality
Anyksciai District Municipality Administration
Visaginas Municipality
Kupiskis District Municipality
Associate: Police administrations, State road administrations in Latvia and Lithuania

Expected results Preparation of technical documentation for the reconstruction of 39 sections of
roads (4,8km) and streets (36,8km)
Reconstruction of streets (11,39km) and roads (2,7km)
Reconstruction of pedestrian/ bicycle route in Daugavpils district (Spogi village),
Latvia (2702m) and parking place (1405m2)
Preparation of technical documentations for reconstruction of 3 central streets in
Ludza, Latvia (4005m)
Reconstruction of transit street (Rigas) in Kraslava, Latvia (220m);
Installation of 35 signs on the transit street in Kraslava, Latvia;
Improvement of traffic security for kindergarten visitors on transit Rigas street 13 in
Livani, Preili district (180m);
Construction of pedestrian route (1300m) and pedestrian bridge over Feimankas
river and lighting installation in Riebini – 1405m;
Installation of the lighting (2852m) and 6 street signs in Aglona village;
Preparation of technical projects for 2 stages in Atbrivoshanas alee (1899m);
Installation of 5 welcome signs;
Preparation of technical documentation "Reconstruction of Transit Street in Viļāni
Town on the First Class State Road Viļāni - Preiļi - Špoģi (P58), Section of Rīgas Street,
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Kultūras Square, Brīvības Street“ (3500m);
Preparation of technical documentation “Technical project for reconstruction of 1st
Maija Street 80, Malta (162m)”
Reconstruction of the parking place (1040m2) and pedestrian route (102m) on 1st
Maija Street 44, Malta;
Reconstruction of the part of transit street (D.Bukonto street) (275m)
Installation of 2 video cameras and 6 their imitations - a pilot action for public
awareness to traffic safety;
Technical project for the reconstruction of Baranausko (1357 m) Street
Technical project for the reconstruction of Palangos (1080 m) Street in Utena;
Reconstruction of Dauniškio street (172m) in Utena;
Preparation of technical documentation for reconstruction of pedestrian/bicycle
route (3150m) in Ignalina;
Reconstruction of the part of Basanavičius street in Anyksciai intervening Pusynas
street from both sides in Anyksciai town (426m);
Reconstruction/installation of road barriers (3000m) in Visaginas, LT
Installation of 5 pedestrian crossings in Visaginas,
pilot demonstrations;
Preparation of technical documentations for the reconstruction of Krantines, and
part of A.Pureno Streets, installation of pedestrian/bicycle routes near 5 streets in
Kupiškis (4980m);
Installation of 266 street signs on the main streets in Kupiskis;
5 international traffic safety campaigns:
 1 traffic accident simulators campaign in 14 partner territories (1800
participants)
 2 September 1 traffic safety campaigns “Safe road to school” (more then
3000 participants)
 2 traffic safety campaign “Hurry safe!” September 11, 2009 and in Rezenke,
2010 (700 participants)
 14 press visits (representatives of Lead partner, auditors, JTS, mass media)
Duration

01/2009 - 01/2011

Budget

3 720 307.84 EUR

1.7.2.2
Full title of the
project

Project „Aqua Life”
Water Environment Protection and Grain Lifestyle Measures Development in Latvia
and Russia Border Regions

Abbreviation of Aqua Life
project’s title
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Project’s logo

Supported by
programme

Short summary According to Eurobarometer survey, more than 80% of European citizens are
concerned about water quality in their countries and 75% consider chemical
of the project
pollution as the main threat to water environment. Researches show, that the
amount of fresh water is generally reducing in Europe.
Today everyday life of people is unimaginable without the dish and laundry
detergents; according to statistics about 85% of households daily use chemical
detergents, which cause significant environmental damage. The result of water
pollution is the lack of clean water for households and industrial needs, unsuitable
living environment for water inhabitants.
When the phosphates get into rivers, lakes or the sea the amount of algae
considerably increases, causing oxygen shortage. Mineral fertilizers (nitrates,
phosphates) and organic matters in water cause the overgrowth of water bodies,
which further on causes significant damage to the ecosystems.
In Latgale and Pskov regions existing public artificial and natural water bodies are
polluted and very overgrown, water coasts are not cleaned from the reeds. They
need intensive renewal and reconstruction.
The project addresses this common problem in both border areas arising from the
lack of financial resources and necessary experience in the field, and aims to
promote the attractiveness of artificial and natural water bodies, environmentally
friendly behaviour and protection of environment, and to raise the awareness of the
population of green lifestyle.
Overall objective To improve the attractiveness of the border areas through joint educational
approach, exchange of experience and solutions aiming at the improvement of the
environmental condition of the public artificial and natural water bodies in Latvia
and Russia.
Specific
objective







Beneficiary

To promote the attractiveness of public artificial and natural water bodies in
border areas of Latvia and Russia
To establish a joint cross-border approach for the protection of environment
and for the improvement of biodiversity in water bodies
To promote environmentally friendly attitudes, which means a sense of
responsibility towards the environment, and to raise awareness of the environment
protection
To develop a society, which lives in harmony with the environment by raising
the awareness on environmental issues
Latvian office of Euroregion “Country of lakes” (Latvia)
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Partners

County Council of Riebini (Latvia)
Dagda Local Municipality (Latvia)
County Council of Preili (Latvia)
Ilukste Local Municipality (Latvia)
County Council of Livani (Latvia)
Local Municipality of Daugavpils (Latvia)
Administration of Pechory Town (Russia)
District Administration of Pitalovo (Russia)
District Administration of Pskov (Russia)

Expected results Improvement of water bodies

Attractiveness of public artificial and natural water bodies in border areas of
Latvia and Russia on the project territory improved: Reconstruction works on 3 water
bodies; preparation of 8 technical projects for further reconstruction; installation of
33 waste containers and 7 wooden platforms for the waste containers

10 specialists of partner’s municipalities trained on conservation of the
artificial and natural water bodies and their sustainable management

Common guidelines on maintenance of water bodies are prepared on the
basis of the analysis of European and Russian best practices to establish joint crossborder approach for the protection of environment
Education on environment issues

Mobile “Green laboratory” organized (visited by up to 960 local inhabitants
of 10 towns in Latvia and Russia)

2 summer camps “Eco School of Life” in Preiļi, Latvia, and Sebezh, Russia,
organized for 60 children of 12 to 14 years

One book “Explore the Environment” with educational material additional to
biology lessons for 6-8 form created (3720 copies, 1488 in Russian and 2232 in
Latvian, available for 4516 children)
Information and Visibility

10 water and coast line public cleaning events organized in 10 municipalities
to raise the responsibility of inhabitants for the environment and personal
involvement (with about 50 participants each)

Video material “AQUA LIFE” prepared and shown to at least 4516 children of
12 to 14 years in Latvia and Russia border area schools

4 local web-sites supplemented with the information on the environment
projects
Final
beneficiaries

Local inhabitants of partner municipalities (158 942)
Tourists (217 229 – for the year 2011)

Duration

18 months

Budget

Total budget: 579 932,68 EUR
Programme co-financing: 521 939,41 EUR (90%)
Project co-financing: 57 993,27 EUR (10%)

Contact Person Ms Inese Matisāne
inese.matisane@preili.lv
+ 371 26315587

1.7.2.3

Project „EstLatRus Traffic”

Full title of the Increasing traffic system’s capability within EE-LV-RU international importance
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project

transport corridors.

Abbreviation of ESTLATRUS TRAFFIC
project’s title
Supported
by
(programme)

Short summary Cross-border regions of Estonia, Latvia and Russia are main areas of economic
of the project
development. Regarding this role of border regions, it becomes evident to ensure
development which reflects economic questions, regional, national and European
demands as well as the quality of life. Regarding this many problems loading traffic
system of Estonia, Latvia and Russia to be solved:
 international transport corridors with increased traffic intensity as a threat
for young traffic participants and as a reason for deterioration of public
streets;
 common traffic safety problems on the border (tired drivers, differences in
traffic rules, traffic accidents, lack of car parking places, bad quality road
information infrastructure, lack of operational information on criminal
border crossings, aggressive road users);
 insufficient traffic safety awareness and performance;
 border roads have low priority for national funds supporting the road
reconstruction mainly in the cities with higher traffic intensity.
Overall objective To increase the transport system’s sustainability, capability, accessibility and
competitiveness of the Estonian-Latvian-Russian border region as the sphere of
national interests through exchange and capacity building in visible traffic safety
solutions and development of transport and road information infrastructure.
Specific
objective





To mobilize more cross-border resources for traffic safety, to improve and
implement innovative cross-border traffic safety performance measures, at
the same time increasing the public awareness on the traffic safety issues
and establishing international cooperation network on traffic safety issues at
the cross roads between the European Union and Russian Federation
To contribute to sustainable transport and public space development by
innovative streetscape design solutions and improvements in the transport
and road information infrastructure in 12 Estonian, Latvian and Russian
settlements located on the strategic transport corridors of international
importance

Beneficiary

Latvian office of Euroregion “Country of lakes” (Latvia)

Partners

Karsava local municipality (novads) (Latvia)
Kraslava local municipality (novads) (Latvia)
Rezekne City Council (Latvia)
Preili local municipality (novads) (Latvia)
Ludza local municipality (novads) )Latvia)
Vilani local municipality (novads) (Latvia)
Pskov regional public organization “Lake Peipsi Project (Pskov)” (Russia)
The Administration of the Pskov district (Russia)
The Administration of the Krasnogorodsky district (Russia)
The Administration of the Pytalovo district (Russia)
The administration of Pechory district (Russia)
Võru Town Government (Estonia)
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Tartu City Government (Estonia)
Expected results














Transport and road infrastructure improved in 12 Estonian, Latvian and
Russian settlements located on the strategic transport corridors of
international importance:roads and pedestrian roads reconstructed; traffic
signs, info stands and welcoming signs installed; recreation areas, parking
places, bus stops arranged; marking streets, barriers and crossings including
lightening organized;
3-days International Forum “Safe Wheel” for 72 bicycle riders:presenting
regions, competitions in different “countries”, presentation of new traffic
safety methods.
Installment of 6 traffic education parks in in Karsava, Rezekne, Pskov,
Krasnogordosk, Pitalovoand Vory. 6567m2 territory reconstructed, 5 training
equipment sets, 16 training materials sets, 1 testing equipment set, 140
FEST-children’s safety sets, training methodology;
Four international campaigns:
o “Sleep and drive!” (4 weeks)flyers distributed to 2500 drivers
crossing border on both sides of borders (6stands for border crossing
points purchased).
o “Know the traffic regulations abroad”(4weeks), consulates and
border guards, spreading 5000 flyers to drivers and travelers.
o “Father,mother and me – protected family”(1week), min.12000
children will be involved, 12000reflectors disseminated to school
children.
o “Love life” (2 days) for 120 new drivers, new traffic safety methods
presented.
3 cross-border study (3-days) visits introducing with equipment, testing new
drivers system, training to safe driving in extreme situations. Test common
borderpatrolling for police. Cross-border network established for min.15
traffic safetypolicemen;
Study tour to European traffic safety laboratory, Germany (10persons, 5
days);
2-days Traffic safety Forum-project Conclusion event for 50 participants;

Final
beneficiaries

205 142 inhabitants
66769 travellers/per day of 12 Estonian, Latvian and Russian border settlements
10 000 drivers crossing LV-EE-RU borders
120 new drivers (up to 2 years experience)
24 traffic planners
Min.15 policemen

Duration

24 months

Budget

Total budget: 1 876 570,00EUR
Programme co-financing: 1 688 913,00 EUR (90%)
Project co-financing: 187657,00 EUR (10%)

Materials

Final press release

Contact Person Ms. Ilze Stabulniece
ilze@kraslava.lv
+371 29472638
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1.7.2.4

Project „GreenMan”

Full title of the Tartu, Rezekne, Pskov: Green Management for Urban Development & Planning in
project
EE-LV-RU Border Capitals GreenMan.
Abbreviation of GreenMan
project’s title
Supported
by
(programme)

Short summary Project addresses sustainable management of green areas in most populated cities
of the project
in Estonia-Latvia-Russia border area: Tartu, Rezekne and Pskov. Green landscapes,
incl. natural and artificial ones, inside cities are considered as green areas. It’s an
integral part of urban districts playing a vital role in preservation of natural
environment and providing daily communication between human and nature. Green
areas are the only way for many people, especially for children, elderly people, and
people
with
impaired
mobility
to
experience
the
nature.
During urban growth green areas undergo different changes, which often lead to
neglecting of natural environment and to depletion of greenery. It mainly concerns
big cities. And it also concerns Tartu (Estonia), Rezekne (Latvia) and Pskov (Russia),
which are considered as the capitals in the Estonian-Latvian-Russian border area and
are
the
target
area
of
the
GreenMan
project.
Improving the green areas management in Tartu, Rezekne and Pskov will makes the
cities more attractive for both their residents and their guests, thus contributing to
increasing the attractiveness of EE-LV-RU border area.
Overall objective To contribute to increasing greenery and attractiveness of the cities in EE-LV-RU
border area for their residents and visitors as a result of effective green management
policies, practices and innovations compliant with national green regulations and
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efficiently applied by local urban actors.
Specific
objective





To improve efficiency of urban green areas management in Tartu, Rezekne
and Pskov;
To increase coverage of green areas in the cities by creation of green areas
and preparation of technical documentations for future green areas;
To improve networking and experience sharing between the specialists
dealing with urban green areas management.

Beneficiary

NGO “Lake Peipsi Project, Pskov” (Russia)

Partners

Administration of Pskov City / Department of Urban Services (Russia)
Pskov State University (Russia)
Peipsi Center for Transboundary Cooperation (Estonia)
Tartu City Government (Estonia)
Estonian University of Life Sciences (Estonia)
Latvian office of Euroregion “Country of Lakes”(Latvia)
Rezekne City Council (Latvia)
Rezekne Local Municipality (Latvia)
Daugavpils University (Latvia)

Expected results















Joint methodology on how to make urban green inventories developed;
2 comprehensive inventories of green areas in Pskov and Rezekne
performed, greenery identified and 2 databases prepared;
2 new green areas management systems prepared and 1 updated;
The university study course on green management developed and
introduced in 3 participating universities, not less than 200 students – future
decision-makers received new and valuable information about urban
greenery;
At least 50 relevant urban actors, mainly from Tartu, Rezekne and Pskov
improved their management capacity and received necessary competences
to operate at modern and effective level of urban green management;
16 Latgale urban actors got new competence at national trainings;
Equipment and software necessary to deal with green areas management
and inventories purchased and used; partners’ technical capacity in the field
of urban green management significantly improved;
4 sets of technical documents prepared, namely: in Tartu – “Reconstruction
of the Mathiesen Park” (1 ha);in Pskov – “Restoration of the Botanic Garden”
(6,4 ha); in Rezekne City – “Reconstruction of North Industrial Zone Park”
(2,5 ha), in Rezekne Municipality – “Development of Greivuli Recreation
Path” (2 km);
4 large-scale green areas in Tartu, Pskov and Rezekne created/ restored,
namely: the Arboretum (Dendropark) in the center of Pskov restored (5 ha);
eco-friendly Children’s recreation Area in Raina Park in Rezekne City
reconstructed (0,6 ha), the Ancupani Forest Park Cover in Rezekne Local
Municipality improved (9,48 ha); the Friendship Alley (1 ha) and small green
areas (the Rozarium of Partner Cities and the Natural Trail) in the center of
Tartu created.

Final
beneficiaries

The whole system of urban green management actors in EE-LV-RU area; not less
than 30 institutions and 200 persons.
The whole population of the target cities – not less than 340.000 people and the
visitors/ tourists – not less than 200.000 persons each year.

Duration

24 months

Budget

Total budget: 1 948 194, 78EUR
Programme co-financing: 1 753375, 30 EUR (90%)
Project co-financing: 194 819, 48 EUR (10%)
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Contact Person Mrs Olga Vasilenko
peipsi_project@yahoo.com
+7 8112 720 688

1.7.2.5

Project „Nature Therapy”

Full title of the Nature Therapy for the Improvement of Equal Living Standards in Latvia-Russia
project
Border Areas
Abbreviation of Nature Therapy
project’s title
Supported
by
(programme)

Short summary As a result of socio-economic crisis during last 3 years in Daugavpils city and
of the project
surrounding areas, Latvia, and in Pskov oblast, Russia, (regions located near the
national borders and far from main state centres) the amount of families at social
risk has crucially increased.
Having in view this problem, common for all project area, a public survey has been
organized by Latvian and Russian scientists and professional therapists in both
countries in order to evaluate the situation in the social sphere, define the most
problematic family types and choose the most favourable therapy methods.
The survey was carried out in the form of a questionnaire for 15 social institutions
(social departments, NGO’s), 65 people took part in it.
As a result of the public survey 3 types of social risk families have been identified as
the most problematic and in need of support: large families, one-parent families and
families with children with special needs; and the number of such families has been
increasing during the last years. The nature therapy has been declared as the most
favourable therapy method with innovative and experiential approach, available in
local surroundings of the target region. Professional interest to nature therapy has
been rising on the part of social workers on both sides of the border. The social
infrastructure has been evaluated as insufficient.
To make an impact into the development of sustainable social environment and
improvement of living standards thus contributing to the decision of mentioned
problems, the project is planning to popularise nature therapy, to present and use its
main types and to ensure equal living standards for children with special needs and
social risk groups.
Overall objective To contribute to the development of sustainable social environment and
improvement of equal living standards using nature therapy as an innovative
experiential approach thus making more integrated Latvia-Russia wider border area.
Specific
objective

To popularise nature therapy as an innovative approach for rehabilitation of children
with special needs and children of large and one-parent families living in the most
remote border regions of Latvia and Russia
To present the main types of nature therapy, emphasizing animal – assisted therapy,
to social workers in order to develop their skills and to local inhabitants in order to
raise their awareness about the ability of nature to stimulate human senses in a way
no man-made environment can, and to use these therapy types
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To increase the living standards and social environment accessibility for children with
special needs and social risk groups by improvement of social infrastructure,
strengthening and developing 7 sustainable local Latvian and Russian communities.
Beneficiary

Latvian office of Euroregion “Country of lakes” (Latvia)

Partners

Daugavpils City Social Department (Latvia)
Dagda Local Municipality (Latvia)
Livani Local Municipality (Latvia)
Ilukste Local Municipality (Latvia)
State Administration of Social Welfare of the Pskov Region (Russia)
Centre for Curative Pedagogy and Differential Learning (Russia)

Expected results Trainings, workshops and camps:
 18 social workers improved their daily work capacity and received new
knowledge and necessary competences to used different methods of nature
therapy (3 nature therapy training courses (each 3-days) provided by approx.
10 experts)
 64 children of large and one-parent families received different nature
therapy courses and new developing experience (2 international summer
camps “Back to Nature”, duration of each camp – 7 days)
 80 parents and their children with special needs received new information
and consultations on NT methods, as well as short nature therapy courses
 Professional and personal beneficial networks between Latvian and Russian
social workers established
Improvement of social sites – equipment and reconstruction of the objects:
 Children House – Shelter “Priedīte” and Social Care Day Centre for persons
with mental disabilities in Daugavpils
 Out-door playground for children, including area for children with special
needs, in Dagda
 Premises of Day center of Livani Social Department (social rehabilitation
equipment)
 Premises of Family Support Center in Ilūkste (special equipment and
furniture for social rehabilitation)
 Beljsko-Ustjensky children house in Porhovsky district and Bobrovsky
children house in Pechory district (nature training rooms, IT and photo
equipment, aquariums, animal cages and other equipment for social
rehabilitation and nature training)
 The Center of Curative Pedagogy and Differential Learning in Pskov
(greenhouse for children with special needs, IT, photo and other equipment
for social rehabilitation)
In total: infrastructure improved in 10 social sites of 7 Latvian and Russian
communities; 5 video, photo and IT sets, 2 furniture sets, 11 equipment sets, 2 lifts
for wheelchairs purchased.
Final
beneficiaries

Children from large and one-parent families and their parents
Children with special needs and their parents
Regular visitors of social organisations of the local communities in Latvia and Russia
having special needs and thus in need of special equipment and infrastructure
Other inhabitants of the local communities

Duration

14 months

Budget

Total budget: 220 225,00 EUR
Programme co-financing: 198 202,50 EUR (90%)
Project co-financing: 22 022,50 EUR (10%)

Contact Person Ms Laila Vilmane
laila@kraslava.lv
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+ 371 26529150

Photo story «Nature Therapy»

1.7.2.6
Full title of the
project

Project „Educate For Business”
Development of co-operation platform for Latvian and Lithuanian vocational
schools and entrepreneurs

Abbreviation of Educate for Business
project’s title
Project’s logo

Supported by
(programme)

Short summary Basing on the recent modifications of labour market trends, especially after
of the project
accession to EU, and changes in the systems and management of vocational
educational institutions demanding more specific specializations, improvement of
training programmes ensuring competitive graduates in tense economic
conditions, The Council of the Euroregion „Country of lakes” decided to develop a
project for establishment of cooperation platform between LV&LT vocational
educational institutions and businesses contributing to socio-economical
development in the territory of Euroregion and to authorize LV office of Euroregion
to prepare project proposal needing intervention on cross – border level. Project
target territory; Latgale region, LV; Utena region, LT.
Overall
objective

To increase new generation labour force competitiveness and productivity in
Latvian-Lithuanian border regions contributing to sustainable and cohesive socioeconomic development of the Euroregion „Country of lakes” and neighbouring
territories: increase employment between graduated from vocational schools,
develop new entrepreneurships, to ensure high qualified and internationally
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competitive labour force – specialists.
Specific
objective

Subobjectives are to increase vocational education quality in accordance with
labour market needs by improving educational infrastructure and development of
the relevant study programmes in 5 Latvian and 2 Lithuanian vocational
educational institutions and increase cooperation between vocational schools in LT
and LV what will be tackled within the WP3 by improving vocational schools`
infrastructure, equipment and available study materials.
Problems related to the project activities are:
1) lack of possibilities for the students to practice in the real enterprises;
2) lack of capacity and motivation of students to start up their own businesses;
3) there is insufficient information exchange and interaction between regional
vocational educational institutions and enterprises within the spheres related;
4) students` qualification does not comply with the qualification for the enterprises
working in the spheres represented by students.

Budget

ERDF co-financing: 667 120,46 EUR
National financing: 117 727,14 EUR
Eligible project budget: 784 847,60 EUR
Non-eligible project budget: 0,00 EUR
Total project budget: 784 847,60 EUR

Partners

Utena district municipality administration
Alanta school of technology and business
Middle Latgale vocational secondary school
AustrumLatgale vocational secondary school
Kraslava local municipality

1.7.2.7

Project „3rd step”

Abbreviation of 3rd Step
project’s title
Full title of the
project

Third STEP for the strategy of Euroregion “Country of lakes” – planning future
together for sustainable social and economic development of Latvian-LithuanianBelarussian border territories/3rd STEP

Supported by
(programme)

Latvian - Lithuanian - Belarus Cross Border Cooperation Programme
Overall
objective

To contribute to the better-integrated, coordinated and harmonized social and
economic development and strengthen the joint strategic development and
planning in the Latvian, Lithuania and Belarusian border regions within the
territory of Euroregion “Country of lakes”.

Specific
objectives

1. To ensure sound CBC project administrative and financial management, efficient
project monitoring, evaluation, visibility and successful achievement and
sustainability of the project results in time on the basis of effective communication
among all project partners and relevant stakeholders within the project territory of
27 municipalities (12LV, 8LT, 7BY).2. To enhance joint strategic planning for
sustainable development of the Euroregion “Country of lakes” 2014 – 2020.
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3. To strengthen the administrative capacity for the cross border cooperation
structure of Euroregion “Country of lakes” increasing volume and quality of joint
and coordinated activities.
The following activities will be implemented during the project in balanced way in
all partner territories in LV, LT and BY:
Group of Activities I
1. Sound project management, coordination,reporting and communication
between 3 project partners in integral way in LV, LT, BY during 18 months.
2. Six WG meetings (PM, PMA, 2 project co-ordinators in LT and BY, assistant of coordinator in BY and 3 LV, LT and BY bookkeepers) in Kraslava,LV, Ignalina, LT and
Glubokoje,BY .
3. Three SC meetings (27 chair-persons of the members of Euroregion “Country of
lakes”) in Moletai, LT, Braslav, BY and Riebini, LV. Representatives of embassies,
Programme’s JTS, mass media will be invited to participate.
4. Ensuring action’s visibility: 4.1.min. 70 publications in LV, LT, BY (sent and
published for free); 4.2. Updated web site of Euroregion “Country of lakes”in LV,
LT, ENG, RUS. On-line public disccussion on the Euroregions Strategy, Contact
search. Registered users’ part: Strategy preparation working documents
inc.comments, Programmes of events, meetings, conferences, Automatic sending
news.) 4.3. Promotional materials with Programmes logo purchased. JMA and JTS
will be informed on the major public events.
Group of Activities II
1. Preparation of Strategy 2014-2020 for Euroregion “Country of lakes” . The
preparation of the strategy will be sourced externally using public procurement.
Project cross-border staff will prepare the terms of reference: Basic data collection
for Strategy; Draft and final strategy versions; Extensive involvement of
stakeholders including 3 thematic working groups meetings 3 times in the process
of strategy formulation. On-line public discussion on the Strategy by Euroregion’s
web site. Min. 135 comments received/ integrated into the document.
2. Opening Conference (60 partic.: 1-2 repr. from 27munic., 5 Directorate staff,
embassies, consulates, JTS, mass media) in Visaginas, LT. Project plan presented. 3
speakers providing different experiences of the preparation/implementation of
CBC strategies, best-practices etc.. Evaluation questionnaires summarised.
3. On-line public discussion before the finalization of strategy (on Euroregion’s,
members and involved stakeholders web sites), espec.by 27 project developers of
Euroregion’s members. Min. 135 comments received/ integrated into the
document. Min.1000 e-visitors calculated per year.
4. 3 CBC mega – events aimed at public involvement in key strategic sectors:
4.1. 2-days Investment forum/Fair (200partic.:88LV,60LT,52BY businesses) in
Glubokoje, BY. Round table for 20 businesses to discuss the actual business
development and CBC problems, ideas for strategy managed by 2 moderators, incl.
press conf. Representatives from consulates, regional&local authorities and JTS.
Regional products presented at the Fair. Conclusions of discussions integrated in
Strategy. During the forum and the fair it will be ensured that participation of
businesses in the event will not distort competition.
4.2. International Song Festival (540partic.:27 choirs,20 adults each) in Rezekne,
LV. Mega event will contribute to improving cross-cultural dialogue, involving
different nationalities,minorities, strengthening international tolerance,
integration across the border, reducing of xenophobia. Visitors and participants
satisfaction research.
4.3. Environment Forum in Svencionys, LT (100partic.: environment protection
organizations, NGOs, universities, municipalities, local “green” initiative groups),
consisting of 2 parts: theoretical and “green” dialogue between participants. Actual
environmental problems and unique solutions presented, discussed and integrated
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into the Strategy. Participants satisfaction survey.
5. GALA conference in Polock, BY (200partic., actively involved into the preparation
of strategy – in.average 7 persons from each of 27 member territory), presenting
results of the action (Strategy, incl.work plan of Directorate, “view from side”,
other CBC experience by speakers, impressions from internships, improved BY and
LV offices by photos and videos, videos from OPENDAYS, mega events, possibilities
of financing possibilities of activities). Participants satisfactory research.
Group of Activities III
1. Establishing and equipping (144,4 m2) BY office of Directorate of Euroregion
“Country of lakes”. Basing on the 28.09.2001 Decision of International Council of
Euroregion “Country of lakes” Directorate should consist of 3 registered national
offices in LV,LT and BY. Work of BY office is not registered yet and just volunteers
have worked in Braslav and Glubokoje. National agreement has been signed in BY
on 22.03.2010 between 7 BY authorities on official establishment of BY office in
Glubokoje. It will be located at the address 2 Moskovskaya Str., Glubokoje. The
premises are owned by the Glubokoe district executive committee; it has made a
decision to give the renovated premises into long-term use to the BY Euroregion
Office. The BY Euroregion Office will be established as a separate legal entity with a
legal status of association of authorities, or NGO, or fund, during the action’s
implementation period. During and after the action’s finalization its operation will
be financed by the membership fees of the members (authorities, public
institutions, etc). Working, social, health environment and quality of action’s and
CBC work coordination & communication will be improved, 3 staff will work in BY
office (head, assistant, bookkeeper).
2. Equipment and furniture of Applicant is mostly rented or worn out, new
equipment and furniture is planned to purchase. Working quality of CBC
coordination will be improved in LV,national or PRAG procurement rules will be
used.
3. Participation at OPENDAYS 2013 in Brussels, BE. 3days for 5staff of Directorate,
2 participants from LV regions, 2 from BY regions, 1 from LT regions. Presentation
of the Euroregion and Strategy 2014-2020. Getting new knowledge, information of
best-practices and CBC experiences. This activity will contribute to LV-LT-BY
Programme territory.
4. 4-days international internships to 2partners’ countries (LVtoLT,BY; LTtoLV,BY;
BYtoLV,LT) for 27 development stakeholders: NGOs, businesses and business
support institutions, educational institutions, local initiative groups. Internships will
contribute to increasing:1) participants knowledge on approaches applied in daily
work in other municipalities; 2)the preparation intensity of new bilateral and
trilateral cooperation initiatives; 3) volume and quality of joint and coordinated
activities. The internships will contribute to the strategy preparation and foster the
implementation phase and well as contribute to the Visibility of action. Draft
programme of the internship: introducing with the field (environment, culture,
education, social sphere, youth NGO’s, co-operation between communities etc.)
work, following the working style, visiting relevant
objects/organizations/events/people, office work for the discussing on common
interests/problems/similarities etc. Preparing the conclusions, publishing into the
web site of Euroregion ” Country of lakes”.
Budget

1.7.2.8

299880,60 EUR (incl. EU contribution – 269892,54EUR)

Project „Neighbours’ road”

Full title of the Improvement of Latvian-Belarusian cross border accessibility and connectivity
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project

through simplified border crossing point Kaplava-Plusi

Project’s title

Neighbours’ road

Supported by
(programme)

Latvian - Lithuanian - Belarus Cross Border Cooperation Programme
Overall
objective

The overall objective is to contribute to advanced accessibility and connectivity of
Latvian-Belarussian border areas.

Specific
objective

Specific objective is to improve neighbours’ road on both sides of the Latvian and
Belarussian border leading to the simplified border crossing point Kaplava-Plusi,
equipment of border crossing point Kaplava-Plusi and to raise knowledge of local
inhabitants on procedure for crossing border applying simplified procedure.
As the new agreement on simplified border crossings (SBC) for LV and BY
inhabitants in 50km zone was ratified by LV&BY governments in 2010, the
prognosis on increasing LV-BY simplified cross-border travels will increase
immensely: 9 times for BY people going to LV, 16 times for LV people going to BY.
Transport infrastructure is not ready for such increase of transport flow and
information on new border crossing possibilities is not well-known.

Partnership

Kraslava municipality (LV)
Braslav district executive committee (BY)
State Border Guard in Daugavpils (LV)
Belarussian Border Committee (BY)
Vitebsk oblast Committee of Economics (BY)

Implementation August 1, 2013-December 30, 2014
time
Final
beneficiaries

Activities

Final beneficiaries are the local inhabitants of Latvian-Belarussian border territory
in accordance with the territory defined in the Agreement ratified by Latvian and
Belarussian governments in 2010 on the travel simplification between inhabitants
of 11 border municipalities (8LV, 3BY):
Latvia Republic – Daugavpils, Aglona, Graveri, Kastulina, Skeltova; Dagda,
Andrupene, Andzeli, Asune,Berzini, Dagda,Ezernieki, Konstantinova, Kepova,
Svarini, Skaune; Ambeli, Bikernieki, Demene,Kalkune,Laucesa, Liksna,
Malinova,Medumi, Naujene,Saliena, Skrudaliena, Svente,Tabore, Vecsaliena, Viski;
Sedere; Kraslava, Auleja, Indra,Izvalta, Kalniesi, Kaplava, Kombuli, Kraslava,
Piedruja, Robeznieki, Skaista, Udrisi; Brigi, Istra, Nirza, Pilda, Rundeni;Kaunata;
Zilupe,Lauderi, Pasiene, Zaļesje;
Belarus Republic – Bigosovo, Capajeva, Sarja, Osveja, Kohanovici, Belkovscina,
Verhnedvinsk; Povjatje, Perebrodje, Dolginovo,Miori, Novij Pogost, Turkovo, Мiori;
Druja, Plusi, Slobodka, Opsa, Dalokij, Ahremovci,Mezani, Teterki, Vidzi,Braslav,
Vidzi.
1. Sound project management;SC meetings; Action visibility; Action
verification (audit);
2. Border seminars; Establishement of 79 info points of simplified border
crossings;International informative campaign “Open borders”; Public
survey on the border crossing conditions&accessibility;
3. Reconstruction of the road leading to the border in LV, BY; Reconstruction
of the parking place in BY; Equipping the border crossing point KaplavaPlusi in LV, BY.
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Results

Budget

1.7.2.9

1. Reconstructed 2 stages of neighbours’ road, leading to the LatvianBelarussian border: 1,65 km on LV side and 1,5km on BY side, and a
parking place (600m2) for 8-10 cars near the simplified border crossing
point Kaplava-Plusi on BY side.
2. Publicity on new conditions for simplified Latvian-Belarussian border
crossings for local inhabitants of the Latvian-Belarussian border regions
ensured by min.20 publications, min. 6 radio/ TV broadcasts, 2 Border
seminars for staff of border municipalities (60 attendants each).
3. Established 79 info points on simplified LV – BY border crossings (54 in LV,
25 in BY) in local municipalities and their territorial units. Published and
disseminated 2000 info sheets on simplified Latvian – Belarussian border
crossings. Info sheets prepared electronically; inserted into 11 web sites of
border municipalities (8 LV, 3 BY). 11 web sites improved by section on
simplified Latvian – Belarussian border crossings, incl. question-answers in
Latvian and in Russian in Latvia, in Russian in Belarus.
4. Purchased 2 technical equipment sets for simplified border crossing
control and everyday work in Kaplava- Plusi SBC point both on LV and BY
side (e.g.document readers, devices for the detailed expertise of
documents with special protection, devices for operation control of
documents etc.).
511 755,34 EUR

Проект „Move For Life”

Full title of the Promotion of Healthy Lifestyle in Border Regions of Latvia and Belarus
project
Project’s title

Neighbours’ road

Supported by
(programme)

Latvian - Lithuanian - Belarus Cross Border Cooperation Programme
Overall
objective

To contribute to improving the quality of life of the inhabitants of the boder
regions of Latvia and Belarus and to increase the attractiveness of these border
territories through cooperation in developing of infrastructure for active lifestyle.
The specific objective of the action is improving the health of pupils and families by
creating possibilities of outdoor activities, especially winter sports, and increasing
the knowledge about healthy lifestyle.

Partnership

Latvian Office of Euroregion "Country of Lakes" (Kraslava, Latvia)
Partners: Ludza County Municipality (Ludza, Latvia), Preili County Council (Preili,
Latvia), Rezekne Municipality Malta Rural Territory Administration (Malta, Latvia),
Riebini County Council (Riebini, Latvia), Ilukste Local Municipality (Ilukste, Latvia),
Aglona County Council (Aglona, Latvia), Braslav District Executive Committee
(Braslav, Belarus), Department of Education, Sports and Tourism of Verkhnedvinsk
District Executive Committee (Verkhnedvinsk, Belarus), Educational establishment
“Novopolotsk State School of Olympic Reserve” (Novopolotsk, Belarus), Glubokoye
District Physical Culture and Sanitation Centre (Glubokoye, Belarus)
Associate: Ministry of Health of the Republic of Latvia (Riga, Latvia)
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Implementation 18 months (03.2013-08.2014)
time
Activities

12 partners from Latvia and Belarus shared experience and developed a joint
public health project. Taking advantage of the picturesque landscape of the
Latvian-Belarusian border region, they created the “move for life” conditions for
the inhabitants of 10 Latvian and Belarusian municipalities.
Several skiing and Nordic walking tracks were built under the project. The
respective equipment for skiing and Nordic walking as well as equipment for
maintenance of the tracks were purchased for the public use and some sport
events for pupils and families were organised.
There were stands with information on rules of behaviour and safety installed next
to the skiing and Nordic walking tracks. The e-brochure about healthy lifestyle was
prepared and made publicly available on partners‘ websites.

Budget

600 841,37 EUR
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2. STRATEGIC PART
2.1. Why such a strategy (justification)
2.1.1. Global Context of planning
In occurring today developments in economy, culture, transport, science, can be described trends that
sooner or later affect the process of development of each area.

Main tendencies:
















Population

in the territory of Euroregion (both in the borderland states, peripherals) and in

general in Europe decreases and keeps on decreasing because of low fertility. As a result of
migration, long-term changes depend on the economic and social processes and they are harder
to predict. The population in the border areas is particularly affected by the negative migration
processes – leaving of young residents in search of better-paid jobs.
The population lives longer. European society is aging. The demand for care services increases.
Reducing the number of young residents has a significant impact on education and the
replacement of working generations.
The lower the density of the population of the territory is, the higher are the costs of services - the
cost of travel increases. In subsequent years the costs of transport will increase faster than the
incomes of the population; the costs of activities of service providers in the field of education,
culture, health and others will rise.
Jobs will be created in large development centres - in the cities, where most of the population
lives.
Technologies are developing, substantial changes occur in the processes of electronic
communication, data transmission, production (Internet in the phone, online storage or "cloud"
services, increase of the amount of data - the volume of films, video data, 3-D printing, M (mobile)
and E (electronic) services).
Due to information and communication technologies, diverse modes of transport in the global
environment the distances between places "decrease". Increasingly important role in successful
entrepreneurship acquire transport and logistics services. In the field of tourism, there is an
opportunity to get to the places that have been relatively isolated. In the eastern border areas of
the EU the intensity of traffic at border crossing points with Russia and Belarus increases.
Knowledge increases and production of alternative energy technology improves (however, the
transition with fossil fuels will require decades).
Increases the value of health and everything connected with it - healthy food, the role of a healthy
and active lifestyle, the use of natural materials in clothes, at work, in the household.
More and more attention is paid to the quality of the environment -use of environmentally
friendly and energy efficient technologies in manufacturing, utilities, conservation of biological
diversity, the sustainable transport (car public, public transport on demand, hybrid engines).
The territory of Euroregion to a large extent dependent on powers of international geopolitical
processes, and convergence will be possible in the first place, based on universal values - culture,
knowledge, tourism and environmental protection.
In 2014 Latvia joined the euro zone, Lithuania will join in 2015. Financial markets of Belarus
remain in the direction of the Customs Union. Despite the fact that the countries belong to
different economies, the joint border regions trade, entrepreneurship and contacts bring together
neighbouring territory and contribute to the local economy.
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Changes the image of society, habits, labour, communication, education and recreation (shorter
operating time, more attention to the improvement of the individual).
Increases creativity, higher valued intangible cultural values, increasing importance tailor-made
solutions (individualized services, jobs, housing, kind of travel).
Program of the third target, "European Territorial Cooperation" Structural Fund of the European
Union will continue in the planning period of the EU for 2014 - 2020, so Euroregions funding will
be available for of transboundary cooperation.

2.1.2. The space Cross-border cooperation between the regions - a
place for innovation (theory)
Conceptually, can be distinguished many degrees of how closely can be cross-border cooperation.
In according to Karl-Johan Lundquist, MichaelaTrippl study, conducted in the Vienna University of
Business and Economics, from an evolutionary perspective cross - border regional innovation systems
could be seen as the last and most advanced form of cross - border integration building on the success
of previous in cremental but less advanced modes of integration. Depending on the mutual integration
of border areas, it is possible to distinguish three levels: poorly integrated, medium and integrated
tightly integrated.12
Weakly integrated cross -border areas are characterized by a low level of cross-border economic
relations in general and a lack of knowledge interactions and innovation linkages in particular. The
integration that exists or develops shows a dominance of asymmetric cost - driven linkages mainly
exploiting internal price and cost differences. We can draw a distinction between two main reasons,
lack of synergies and unexploited d synergies which could lead to such a situation characterizing
weakly integrated regions. There is a risk that the cooperation bears no synergy, especially if the main
reason for the lack of cooperation is the historical possibility in the future to develop a knowledgebased cooperation will stay weak, at least in the short and medium period.

2

Karl-Johan Lundquist, Michaela Trippl, Towards Cross-Border Innovation Spaces: A theoretical analysis and empirical
comparison of the Oresundregion and the Centropearea. Vienna University of Economic un Business, 2009
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In cross - border areas which are characterrized as semi integrated we can observe what can be
referred to as an emerging knowledge driven system. The asymmetrical cross – border links and flows
are still important and the most dominant feature in the pattern of interaction. However, the
asymmetry is decreasing and opening up for new and more mutual beneficial linkages on both sides of
the border. When the level of knowledge and skills on both sides of the border has become more
approximate, in narrow niches can be created "innovation islands". Cooperation can be formed
between the regional innovative spaces that are integrated into the national innovation system with
state support. Physical barriers to cross-border links are not the main contacts can be established
between students, researchers and institutions. In a society is growing awareness about the benefits
of co-operation.
Strongly integrated cross-border areas demonstrate aimed innovation cooperation in its best form.
There is a shared understanding and knowledge base, there is a synergy. There is a transport and
communications infrastructure. Borders are practically destroyed and institutions became close, joint
annual cultural events take place. Cross-border cooperation is characterized by a significant flow of
knowledge, experience and skills in both directions. The process of cooperation between local
communities perceives with great support. In such a tightly integrated cross-border co-operation
spaces can be started cooperation at the political level and the actual elimination of bureaucratic
barriers.
In line with the approach of "Grupa93” Ltd., in cooperation municipalities can distinguish four levels
depending on the potential of partners and cooperation true goals: political, administrative,
institutional and comprehensive level of cooperation.
Political level of cooperation achieved when the
first step - signed a protocol on cooperation,
agreement on cooperation between the heads
municipalities. He is accompanied by official
visits, which involved a small delegation, mainly
composed of deputies of self-management and
administration. Often limited cooperation
protocol and further actions are exhausted.
Administrative level of cooperation achieved
when partners are organizing the next step - a
trip of exchange of experience between self for librarians, public utilities, social workers etc.
The next level have already involved a wide
range of local government and state
institutions, organized exchange visits between
cultural and sports teams, implementing
projects, cooperation covers a large part of the
public sector.

1. Protocol of agreement

2. Visits of municipalities’ workers

3. Projects of cultural events,
Visits of sports teams, schoolchildren
etc.
4. Businesspeople are involved

The level of close cooperation is achieved when the activity involved in businesses - the private sector.
There is a trade between enterprises based joint ventures; joint activities are organized to promote
local products on the market.
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2.1.3. Method "Country of Lakes "
Euroregion "Country of Lakes" developed its approach or principles for over ten years.
Approach of Euroregion "Country of Lakes" characterizes:

















Innovative solutions for solving urgent problems of the society, which is important in each partner
country.
Activities of Euroregion "Country of Lakes" are project oriented. Projects vary the focus of
transboundary cooperation.
Euroregion is not a planning region or administrative region. Euroregion approach can be
described as "acupuncture project" - touch areas and a variety of topics. Activities (and funding) of
Euroregion "Country of Lakes" does not overlap with the public sector, and its complement climate change, energy efficiency (heating, upgrade Accommodation, lighting), transport, natural
therapies, tidying up of lakes, education etc. Projects of Euroregion "Country of Lakes" occur in
different places of Euroregion.
Democratic involvement of all of partners in the implementation of projects and the satisfaction
of the involved partners. If one partner has participated in the project, the next project is invited
to another - so that was the opportunity to participate in all of partners.
Specialization and the role of partners. Based on his or her interests, each partner defines the
role of cross-border cooperation. In the chosen specialization partner purposefully and
accumulates in depth knowledge and practical experience and shares in projects with other
partners, with partners with a similar specialization - exchanges of experience.
The principle of "If you do not share with a neighbour, do not get myself." Competition is not
suitable for Euroregion. Euroregion teaches to cooperate, work together and share.
Projects that meet real needs. Local governments and administrations, performing daily duties,
there are situations in which existing tools, budget and specialists difficult to solve. Euroregion is
another possibility. This is the place where to find partners with similar needs, develop ideas and
prepare projects. Of the most common needs "to fix the street" in the euro region may grow an
idea for a new project.
Projects that have emerged from risky ideas. In contrast to projects that appeared on your needs,
there are projects that are based a crazy idea. The range of partners is wide; you need the ability
to "sell", you must convince the politicians, the rest partners to find similar interests, hobbies and
goals, to discuss, to create a common understanding of the project to develop the idea in an
interesting atmosphere using creative methods.
"Average" project of Euroregion has a size of about two million, and it involves 10 partners.
Typically, not all partners can get involved. The "third step" is a unique project in which all
partners are together.
Continuity of ideas for achieving the goals. Continue successful, good projects - that is right. This
development of ideas in many stages, each time deepening the understanding, expanding the
range of partners, improving the results. For example, the idea of the project "Baltic country of
lakes" ongoing project "Bella-Dvina" etc.
Each project has an important part - teaching, social work, energy efficiency - in accordance with
certain partner’s values. The approach of Euroregion can be not to develop individual projects and
important topic to make part of a large project. Broader discussion about the project is needed at
the stage of its preparation with partners and specialists respective fields; they will find a way to
get involved. For Example:
o In the cross-border projects (maybe not all) need to make the social aspect - actions for
specific population groups, the experience of social services. For example, the project
"Olympic Games of Euroregion", based on organized volunteer in the Lebanese Territory
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sedentary volleyball occurring now in its fifth year, it is possible to supplement Paralympic
games of Euroregion.
o In the cross-border projects involve "compulsory" partner - educational institution to new
ideas spread in the school environment so teachers can learn to familiarize school with
new methods, partners and places of Euroregion.
Exchange of experiences. In one project with one another complements with knowledge and
experience, and thus all the partners become more powerful, skilled and capable. In cross-border
projects of Euroregion a wide range of partners (up to 10). This means read, create contacts, and
make friends with a much larger number of people than is offered by other projects.
In order to live comfortably in the Euroregion! Therefore, that people of Euroregion could
improve the living conditions without changing its basic values, without leaving in search for
better work, not leaving home and birthplace!
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2.2. Vision for 2020
Preamble
Our vision is mainly about cooperation, friendly communication, and the development of Euroregion
"Lake District" as an organization to develop border territory of Euroregion.
This is based on the relatively small amount of funding (the amount of Euroregion project for the
whole period of programming even incomparable with the annual investment of one partner) as well
as the fact that at the disposal of Euroregion is no legal and administrative tools that allow to
influence directly the position in any of the fields or in the region in general.
Euroregion contributes in the development of border areas indirectly; implementing projects and in
the niches that are not included in the direct management function. Actions of Euroregion estimated
number of joint activities, joint projects and joint ventures.
Participation in the euroregion makes the life of our partner municipalities better and richer. This is an
opportunity to "know my country" - to know Latvia, Lithuania and Belarus, thus cooperate at the
international level. This possibility of cooperation with other Euroregions.

We have our own method of "acupuncture" cooperation projects!
Principles of cooperation or "acupuncture cooperation projects":
Each partner defined its main interests (3-5), or needs, which makes it possible to find
partners with similar interests and develop the project;
Euroregion provides an easy way of communication, to work in a good team;
• Interests of partners converge in unique, innovative, interesting projects of Euroregion.
In the projects of Euroregion 3 categories can be marked:
•
"Stars" - the most important, priority, interesting and innovative projects;
•
"With Berry" - a very necessary partners, each with its own "berry";
•
“Future projects" - those that will be formulated later.
"Stars" play a significant role in the economic and social development of Euroregion, attract
partners and can achieve a wide resonance in the society and institutions. We wish to
implement the project "Green Corridor" to improve the border crossing, "Project markets" on
the development of products of Euroregion and assistance of the local economy, "water The
project" the availability of the lakes, and the project "Micro Light" about small actions, saving
money and increasing energy efficiency. These are projects that continue the idea of previous
successful projects Green Man, Bella Dvina, Bella Cuisine and raises them to a new level.
Projects "Berries" (with a twist) to create a unique of Euroregion, awareness and a deeper
understanding of the individual, thus seeking alternative approaches for solving problems.
This group of projects includes projects sustainable transport of Euroregion, bicycle
infrastructure, natural therapies, planning parks, farms energy crops, guilds social workers,
Olympic of Euroregion, national cultures etc.
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Future projects - the projects that will be developed in the subsequent process of
cooperation, in accordance with the priorities of the refined CBC programs and government
priorities for the next planning period until 2020. Future projects - it is those, which will
create new knowledge, advances in technology, such as research projects on the cultivation
of new crops in a particular body of water, or in the territory, various ICT projects etc.

Together we are the best!
The greenest Euroregion
The cleanest Euroregion
The richest Euroregion with lakes and rivers
The most sportive Euroregion.
The richest with contrasts -from horse to electric, from the stove to the solar or
thermal energy from gatherings to social networking, from the enterprise to small
businesses and manufacturers, from the palace to the bath....
Most hospitable Euroregion
The tastiest
The richest cultural heritage and traditions
The healthiest
Faster than others wishing to learn and the most capable
The most solidary Euroregion
The most optimistic Euroregion

The greenest, most healthy, clean and rich in lakes and rivers Euroregion
We have great natural wealth (forests, water, fields).
Euroregion "Lake District" - a rich fish resources and opportunities for recreation. As calls on
the name "Lake District", we are working to water wealth of Euroregion was available for local
residents, businesses and tourists.
Lakes and rivers are the hallmark of Euroregion. In 2020, improved access to the shores of
lakes and rivers, natural landscaped recreational facilities, developed water transport and
recreation on the water . To achieve availability of ponds and their use will be implemented
several projects with interesting ideas - project of camping, water sports etc. At the same
time, we are an example of how to preserve and protect the natural values.
We love to work and we like to cultivate the land. Almost every family has a vegetable garden
or farming, or at least a box of herbs on the balcony. Culture is the value of green agriculture
of Euroregion. It creates a regional menu, culinary quality, fills his spare time and creates
characteristic of urban and rural settlements landscapes. The project will promote the
production of market rural products. In turn, in the Project of planning parks as a training
element, and even as an object of design of the park will be developed around the idea of
gardens.
We have clean air and water. On the territory of Euroregion is made of environmentally
friendly and healthy food, the development of alternative energy sources and improved
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energy efficiency Accommodation, businesses and vehicles. In this area will be carried out
several projects -Micro Light, Green Man II, Water, Camping, project bicycles infrastructure.

The most active Euroregion
Priority of projects of Euroregion is to promote entrepreneurship. Important, anyone who
thinks as a host and to study to earn - as an entrepreneur, and farmer, producer and artisan.
"Green Corridor", Market, "Micro Light" projects and social enterprises - are the ideas that
best describe initiatives to encourage entrepreneurship of Euroregion.

The most hospitable Euroregion
In 2020 Euroregion "Lake District" has become more economically developed, easier
accessible and more attractive for tourists.
We can experience the greatest variety of contrasts - from horse to electric vehicle, from the
furnace to the solar and thermal energy from gatherings to social networking, from large
companies to home production, from palaces to bathing traditions.
We will continue to delight all with our culinary heritage, natural gifts and holiday offers.
We are proud of the heritage of ethnic culture - Aukstaite dialects, Latgale, the northern
region of Belarus, spiritual heritage, cultural traditions, and authentic way of life.

Better reachable Euroregion
The territory of Euroregion is crossed by international road and rail line of good quality,
connecting with the metropolis, ports and airports in Europe and the CIS.
The internal road network of Euroregion reconstructed, providing continuity of daily work
routes on paved roads. Saved as "green road" with the greatest landscape value and the most
meandering included in the bid holidays and tourist offer of the Lake District. They "lead" to
the lakes and rivers and to tourist attractions.

Most capable and willing to learn
The expression "Live and Learn" aptly describes the selected Euroregion approach to
education.
Two types of projects characterize the approach of Euroregion to the education sector:
1) Projects of cooperation of educational institutions. They continue the project "Educate for
business" of cooperation of schools and enterprises. They develop a network of services and
educational institutions.
2) Projects on "how we learn," or continuing education, distance education, events, helping
us to learn something new, make us more intelligent, skilled, skilful, help us to keep pace with
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the times, helping to develop new tools information and Communication etc. In this category
of school projects are only one of the partners. In each project as a mandatory principle is
respected "at least one partner from the field of education" to provide an opportunity to
learn by educational institutions.

The most sportive, rich cultural traditions and the healthiest
Projects of Euroregion characterize a wide range of partners and broad participation of
society. Sport and culture bring people together and create friendly relations between
people. My wish is to organize their own "Olympic Games", to develop a cool festival culture
and preserve the cultural heritage of culture identity through towns and villages.
Infrastructure of active lifestyle, equipment of cultural institutions and sports and crossborder cultural and sporting events, based on popularizing green lifestyle and knowledge of
local traditions are included in the projects "Cool Tour" project of festivals, water etc.

The most cohesive and optimistic Euroregion
Association of municipalities of three countries – as three musketeers "one for all and all for
one!". This gives us the opportunity to reach our goals. We trust and help each other therefore together we are the best!

We become stronger!
The third strategy of Euroregion "Lake District" from 2014 to 2020 is actually a "third step"
and marks the "maturity" - more of partners, a deeper understanding, a broader theme,
"fatter wallet" more interest and more experience to achieve our strategic objectives.
The third step is preparing for the
development of the Euroregion to a new
level - for the fourth step:
 To serve as an example of cross-border
cooperation of the European Union
 In addition, serving its financial
instrument. Euroregion "Lake District"
has proven itself as a professional and
reliable implementer of projects from
2020 to start the service of the funding
programs of cross-border projects,
which means the evaluation of
applications projects, financing and
control. Partners will be involved in
deciding how to allocate funding, thus
better knowing the needs of
Euroregion.
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2.3. “Economic” profile of Euroregion “Country of
Lakes” (Role of cooperation partners)
Economic profile is established identifying promising areas of business, which provide higher added
value, positively influence on employment and local economics and have potential for development.
As soon as the strategy of the region in contrast to the strategy of joint administrative areas is aimed
on transborder cooperation, big importance given to the interests of the participants and the role of
the Euroregion. Every partner defines its role, specialization, where purposefully and deeply
accumulates knowledge and experience. Exchange of experience is performed within the projects.
Economic development on the natural capital basis and its symbol “green Horse”. Each municipality of
Euroregion has its horses (Latgale trotter), horse stuff, farms and horse tourism.

Partner (city)
1. Visaginas
2. Ignalina
3. Zarasai
4. Kupiškis
5. Utena
6. Svencionis
7. Anikscai
8. Braslaw
9. Pastavy
10. Hlybokaye
11. Miyory
12. Rasoni
13. Vyerhnyadzvinsk
14. Navapolatsk
15. Polatsk

16. Aglona

Role of the cooperation partners
Role and directions of business activity
A young and rapidly growing city. Centre of competence of Energy. New
energetic technologies. Redirection of electricity producers.
Historical cradle of cooperation of Euroregion in Lithuania. Tourism centre if
Euroregion from Lithuanian side.
Base of health and cultural tourism: tourism niche of services for families,
nature tourism, city events, city festivals.
Kupiškis - an area of ecological thinking, friendly business environment and
the people of region.
The Centre of Parks - the leader in the improvement of public space.
City of Light Industry and green management.
Centre of nature tourism: Niche of natural healing services for children and
families.
Leading health tourism resort of Euroregion: centre of cultural and natural
tourism and active recreation.
Historical cradle of cooperation of Euroregion in Belarus.
National park of Braslaw lakes.
Centre of active sports (football, volleyball), healthcare and tourism
Affiliate Centre in Belarus.
Centre for Intercultural Communication
"Green lungs” and C vitamins of Euroregion.
„Partisans of Euroregion” (museum of partisans, forest resources)
Tourism based on natural healing – products of mineral water and mud,
animal breeding skills (including horse breeding and sheep breeding).
Technogenic city, dynamic, Oil City. A young and rapidly growing city –
training centre for all new technologies.
Spiritual centre and cultural and historical centre of Euroregion (religions,
museums etc.), welcomes its gastronomic products (milk, honey, apple
festival)
Religious spiritual centre of Euroregion with offer of nature tourism.
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17. Balvi
18. Dagda
19. Karsava
20. Ludza
21. Preili
22. Kraslava

23. Daugavpils
24. Daugavpils
district
25. Livani
26. Rezekne
27. Rezekne district
28. Riebini
29. Ilukste
30. Vilani

Northern economic gates of Euroregion.
Nature and tourism training centre (water, hunting and forestry)
Gates with Russia - Logistics services near the border of Latvia-Russia.
Youth region, agricultural education and sports.
The oldest city of Euroregion, traditions and crafts centre.
Cheese, puppet, dance and sports centre of Euroregion.
Centre of cooperation of the five countries. Centre for Coordination and
advertising work of Euroregion.
Logistics services near the border of Latvia-Belarus.
Centre of Baltic culinary heritage. Horse village of Euroregion.
Creative Arts Centre (Rotko heritage, Daugavpils fortress.
Locomotive in Industry of Euroregion.
Agriculture, rural products, culinary heritage – “Granary” of Daugavpils city.
Heritage and future of glass.
Pioneer of civic participation.
Cultural Education Centre and special economic area of Euroregion.
School of potters od black Ceramic. Partner of cultural amateur performance.
“Granary” of Rezekne city (rural products, culinary heritage).
Active nature-based tourism and rest services for families.
Active nature-based tourism and rest services.
Traditions of rural fairs.
Agriculture (cattle, breeding, organic farming)
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2.4. Strategic goals
The strategic goals of Euroregion "Country of Lakes" for 2020:
To develop innovative and creative projects!
Being a platform for cooperation!
Promote the best Euroregion!
"To develop innovative and creative projects!" means to continue to experience stylish and
successful projects and continue to develop the idea to a new level, and to develop new and
interesting projects with transboundary impacts. In the next period, the volume of the involved
planning funding should at least double!
Euroregion accumulated experience of cross-border projects, created in close contact to work
together quickly and easily, and gained a reputation as a reliable Euroregion and convincing
implementer of projects.
Euroregion "Country of Lakes" in 2020 is ready to take responsibility for the Administrative Tools of
the cross-border program, incl. evaluation of bids project finance and control, in proportion involving
all partners.
"Being a platform for cooperation!" is a simple, friendly and free communication between partner
organizations, regular meetings, social networking, friendship between sports and cultural groups the environment in which ideas are born, fast and convenient communication due to the kept
knowledge of the Russian language, information platforms and contacts between people.
This form of cooperation, which teaches to communicate, requires the acquisition of new knowledge,
develop information and telecommunication infrastructure, create and use collaborative information
exchange platform.
Environment making to enjoy the confidence, education, economic cooperation and security in the
region.
"Promote the best Euroregion!" means investments in marketing activities of local governments,
administrations, companies, societies and places, popularizing of partners via Euroregion, projects and
international cooperation networks, including through their national governments.
"Promote the best Euroregion!" means to promote the benefits of Euroregion, which are primarily
based on the resources of nature - "Euroregion green horse and blue lakes." Means to create a
promotional image, based on respect for the principles of common unite of partners (Code Green
horse and blue lakes, logo).
These projects are popularizing regional products, companies of Euroregion, tourist offer and culture.
These are projects that characterize the value of Euroregion of partners - energy efficiency,
knowledge, natural capital, cultural heritage etc.
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These are the results of the project, worth patenting - put the letter R (reserved), (ex., A method
thermal insulation with the use of specific region of cultivated plants - flax, methods of natural therapy
etc.).

Indicators

3.table. Indicators of achievements of strategic targets
Expected indicators for 2014-2020

Strategic target 1: "To develop innovative and creative projects!"
1.1. Attracting financial support
20 million EUR
1.2. The number of cross-border projects
5 big, 10 medium
1.3. Participation of participants in the projects 100%
Strategic target 2: "Being a platform of friendship!"
2.1. Partners of Euroregion
34
The territory of Euroregion is homogeneous
2.2. The number of people involved in the 1000-2000
project activities of Euroregion (in total)
2.3. Number of joint activities, exchange of 250
experience trips (in total)
2.4. The status of the visa regime
For residents of Euroregion a visa-free regime;
At border crossing "Green Corridor" is created.
Strategic target 3: "To promote the best Euroregion!"
3.1. Marketing activities of Euroregion
Code of green horse and blue lakes, logo,
homepage, regional markets, exhibitions, festivals,
Olympics of Euroregion, patented technologies,
programs, and others. Events, indicating the
successful introduction of cross-border projects
and increase their awareness of the partners and
the stability of cooperation.
3.2. Social and economic indicators of The number of inhabitants remained;
Euroregion improved, the results show revival The number of tourists, the number of people
of border areas.
crossing the border increase;
Creation of new joint ventures;
Maintain and create new international routes of
passenger traffic;
Established joint tourist routes.
3.3. Representation in international
Euroregion - member of the European association.
organizations of Euroregion improved
Representatives of Euroregion are presented in the
highest national and European level.
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2.5. Priorities
Euroregion "Country of Lakes' priorities for 2020:







Good public governance
Cultural heritage
Social inclusion
Small and medium entrepreneurship
Capital of nature
Mobility and sustainable transport

Strategic design concepts have been developed for each priority.
Euroregion "Country of Lakes" projects in 2014 and 2020 will be prepared in the fields, according to
the EU Territorial Cooperation Programme objectives and priorities (see scheme).

9.scheme.
Compliance priorities of Euroregion "Country of Lakes" with thematic
objectives of the Latvian-Lithuanian-Belarusian and Latvian-Lithuanian CBC programs
for the period 2014 to 2020 (drafts of documents)
LV LT BY
objectives
of the
program

Support for
good
governance
at local and
regional
level

Promotion
local
cultural
and
historical
heritage

Promotion
of social
inclusion
and
reduction
of poverty

Entrepren
eurship
and SME
development

Improving
security and
border
crossing
infrastructure

Environmen
tal
protection
and climate
change
adaptation

Euroregion
"Country
of Lakes"
priorities

Good
public
governance

Cultural
heritage

Social
inclusion

Small and
medium
entrepreneurship

Mobility
and
sustainable
transport

Capital of
nature

LV LT
objectives
of the
program

Improved
quality of life
as a result of
efficient public services
and administration

Social
inclusion as
precondition
of territorial
development

Improvement of
employment and labor
mobility

Sustainable
and clean
environmen
t as a result
of cooperation
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10.scheme.

Priorities and project concepts of Euroregion "Country of Lakes"
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3. PART OF ACTION
On the basis of the amount by which projects were implemented in the previous period, in the period
2014 to 2020 is planned to implement projects for 20 million Euro., including to attracting at least 85%
of the territorial cooperation programs and other sources of funding.

3.1. List of strategic projects for 2014-2020
Programs and activities, which corresponds to
the project (keywords)
1. Multifunctional stable transport
Transport, energy-efficient transport, mobility,
(1,8 million EUR)
security, access to services, employment,
Development of transport system of railway, cooperation towns and villages, tourism and
vehicles, bicycles to types of tourist transport by training.
water, air. The project to clean up a network of
roads in each partner municipalities, improving
accessibility projects. Improving access to
shorelines - access roads, hiking trails, bike paths.
2. Bike mobility (2 million EUR)
Transport, energy-efficient transport, mobility,
Continuation of the project Exciting cycling at a
security, tourism, education, community
new level - cycling routes, bike infrastructure,
involvement.
organization and training of cycling.
3. Mobile application "Baltic Lake District" (0.8 ICT, training, transport, public space, tourism.
million EUR)
Improvement of the information environment,
the availability of information in the Internet, the
development of mobile applications for better
planning of traffic, passenger traffic, and
individual travel routes, and popularize the
tourist offer of Euroregion.
4. Gadget Get (1,5 million EUR)
ICT training, information society, social inclusion,
Reduction of social stratification caused by the entrepreneurship and SMEs.
development of ICT, learning and getting
acquainted in daily using modern means of
communication and information. Non-formal
education programs for different target groups entrepreneurs,
self-employed
individuals,
households, representatives of local government
and public services.
5. "Green Corridor" Baltic Lake District (6 million Transportation, border, ICT development
EUR)
services.
Improving the infrastructure of border
checkpoints, fast and modern border crossing LTLV-BY. Bringing order to border checkpoints,
access roads and services.
6. Project of markets (3 million EUR)
Crafts, education, cultural heritage, marketing
Creation of market system for the production of places.
domestic producers, farms and artisans, for the
Name of project
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Name of project
development of regional products and to learn to
trade, thus contributing to the region's economy.
7. The project of spare time (2 million EUR)
Promoting healthy and active lifestyle. Expansion
of the favourite tourist sites new niche product,
the necessary infrastructure, landscaping.
8. Project of water (2,4 million EUR)
The brand of project of Euroregion "Lake District".
The project based on the natural advantages of
Euroregion "Lake District" - wealth of natural
waters - lakes and rivers. The project to improve
the availability and use of the waters of lakes of
Euroregion.
9. The project of city parks (1.5 million EUR)
Planning, reconstruction and maintenance of
urban public space (parks, plantations,
coastlines). Traditional planning of landscape of
parks and use of presented unconventional and
innovative ideas - the park of culture, sports park,
gardens and cultivation of healthy foods.
Synthesis of knowledge and exchange of
experience.
10. The project of camping (1.8 million EUR)
Extended offer of accommodation, developing
sustainable solutions for municipalities and rural
entrepreneurs, including developing campsites.
As part of the project are listed in order of the
shore of lakes and rivers, natural areas and
created infrastructure (infrastructure for walking,
entrance, of fishing, traffic and sports in the open
air, games and cultural activities), as well as
organizing events.
11. Olympic Games of Euroregion (1.2 million
EUR)
Within the project is strengthened cooperation
between Latvia, Lithuania, and Belarus, organizing
competitions of different sports, both summer
and winter - "Olympic Games" Lake District, incl.
Paralympic Games.
12. Cool Tour (1 million EUR)
The project to enhance the cultural life of
Euroregion, while popularizing cultural tourism
offer of Euroregion and a special cultural heritage
of each partner and culture programs. Within the
project will be organized three major festivals (in
each country), established routine culture and
put in order the infrastructure of cultural
institutions and cultural education.
13. Guild of Social Workers (1 million. EUR)

Programs and activities, which corresponds to
the project (keywords)

Sport, culture, promoting health, lakes, public
space, social inclusion, involvement of the
population.
Sport, culture, tourism, health promotion, lakes,
public space, plantings, marketing

Public space, parks, plantings, towns, healthy
lifestyle, community involvement.

Tourism, healthy lifestyle, public space, water.

Sports, hiking, water sports, healthy lifestyles,
community involvement.

Cultural tourism, marketing places, culture,
community involvement.

Social work, continuing education, community
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Programs and activities, which corresponds to
the project (keywords)
Social workers - those people who are in daily and professional organizations, social
direct contact with the poor, disabled children rehabilitation.
and various other not enough protected target
groups and organize help. Social problems are
relevant in each self-government and many of
partners of Euroregion have already good
experience. The project realized and to know
practical examples of social assistance will be
addressed international cooperation at the
borders, and measures were taken to raise the
profile of social workers.
14. Social Enterprise (1.2 million EUR)
Social inclusion, employment, skills of business,
The project to improve the welfare and community, continuing education, social
employment of low-income people and people rehabilitation.
with special needs, contributing to the creation of
social enterprises interested local entrepreneurs
as patrons of social enterprises and training of
low-income
residents
the
company's
management.
15. The project of seniors (1 million EUR)
Social inclusion, the elderly, continuous
Inclusion in social processes of middle-aged and education.
elderly - continuing education, employment,
health promotion and various other community
events.
16. Ambassadors of success (1 million EUR)
To promote health, social inclusion, lifelong
Continuing to experience of Nature Therapy, learning, social work
Cured by animals and Move for Life, in this
project will be tested a new approach - to
activate the self-help groups, using success
stories - people who themselves have
experienced a negative experience, successfully
overcome addiction, recovered after a serious
injury and successfully return to society - After
the success. They will share their success, thus
supporting the target group.
17. Tails (1.5 million EUR)
Care for animals, the public space, promoting
The development of natural therapy services. health, social inclusion, involvement of the
Development of new tourism products niche population.
together with professional associations and
domestic animals, clubs, institutions, health and
sports.
18. Community-based day care centres or People with addiction problems, social
"Addict free" (1,2 million EUR)
rehabilitation, social inclusion, public health
The project fighting alcoholism and other
addictions, to support members of Euroregion
"Lake District" in the dissemination of models of
health behaviour and practices of successful
rehabilitation.
The project will make investments in the
Name of project
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Name of project
infrastructure of day centres, shelters, and
sobering-up stations will facilitate cross-border
cooperation between the services of the order,
social services, health care organizations and nongovernmental organizations.
19. Social housing "Social Building project" (1,5
million EUR)
The project will facilitate the exchange of
experience between participants of Euroregion
"Lake District" in the field of urban planning,
developing the ideas of social housing.
20. Green management II (2,5 million EUR)
The project of knowledge about alternative
energy, the choice of new solutions and
technologies that do not harm humans and the
environment, save resources, but it does not
degrade the quality of life. Working out vision of
energy efficiency of Euroregion.
Continuation of the GreenMan project.
21. Green house (2 million EUR)
The project on using scientific and practical
methods of alternative energy, the choice of new
technologies and building materials. The project,
which will have already gained experience in
energy efficiency, in response to the European
policy in the field of energy and environment.
22. MicroLight (1 million EUR)
Geographically being in region, where most
seasons is dark, Euroregion will develop a large
amount of investment for alternative approach small solutions, by which is achieved tangible
savings for residents. For example, the placement
of lighting in micro places (stops, school entrance,
staircase, parking etc.)., Sensors, water supply,
lighting with motion sensors etc.
23. Energy crops and materials "natural capital"
(0,9 million EUR)
The project will explore, enter and test the
methods and technologies for business activity
and households that would justify the use of the
advantages provided by nature (use of energy
crops (vine, hemp), use of sewage sludge,
recycling waste, uses water power, solar, wind.
24. Heritage of regional building of Euroregion
"Lake District" (1.5 million. EUR)
The project for keeping regional traditions of
construction, most clearly expressed in rural
development. Methods and approaches in
preserving the cultural and historical heritage and

Programs and activities, which corresponds to
the project (keywords)

Social inclusion, planning, construction,
entrepreneurial skills of social activities

Environmental protection, public health,
environmental education, community
involvement.

Environmental protection, environmental
education, science, research, planning,
construction.

Energy efficiency, resource conservation,
environmental
protection,
environmental
education, small grants, society involvement.

Innovation, regional economy, environmental
education, science, research, small and medium
businesses.

Architecture, cultural heritage, education,
research, small and medium businesses,
community involvement.
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Name of project

Programs and activities, which corresponds to
the project (keywords)

to continue building traditions, seeking innovative
solutions combining new construction trends and
crafts.
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3.2. Strategic projects
P1 Multifunctional, sustainable transport
Name

"Interesting and useful is around” or “Choose your type of traveling!"

Justification

With decreasing population it is impossible to keep the whole road
infrastructure and public transport model, which used to exist 20 years ago.
Need to select priorities and create a new optimal network of roads with
limited funding, taking into account needs of peoples in mobility.
1) transport to work;
2) transport to recreational facilities.
It is necessary to create an optimal single system infrastructure that was
consumer friendly (cheaper and faster to work and to rest - more
interesting).

Overall objective

Improve the quality of internal roads and the availability of places of
Euroregion, combining different means of transport and travel.

Activities

Reconstruction of the bus infrastructure (bus stations, bus stops). Creating
parking lots, areas for parking. Next to them to create a pedestrian / bicycle
route to the lake or the object.
Creating bike paths with varying degrees of difficulty (from simple to
professional and trans obstacles) for different audiences.
Each partner chooses the type of recreational vehicle (motor, air cylinders,
river transport), and acquires vehicles, developing routes, etc., combining the
joint proposal of Euroregion with various proposals in each municipality.
Show the diversity of opportunities for mobility in Euroregion:
 Railway,
 Motorway (buses, vehicles, minibuses, taxi),
 Water transport modes and Sports (boats on the River Daugava),
 snow - ski trails, snow bikes,
 ice rinks, ice skating, slopes on ice trace,
 riding, carriage, horse transport routes,
 air balloons, gliders,
 bicycle transport.
Marketing:
 The discussion of ideas and the development of education of the society.
What types of transport a person chooses - a philosophy.
 GPS, access to information about services in three languages throughout
the Euroregion.
 Electronic Map of public transport routes and departure times.
Application offers the possibility of electronic planning of own itinerary.
 Development of rental vehicles and other services (skydiving, rent
catamarans etc.), developing PPP.
 Development of transport services (social networks and care sharing, or
offer your machine is subject to availability, regional bus or at the
request of the community to inform the representative of service on the
phone with a message).
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Availability of route maps.
Exchange of experience on sustainable mobility in the territories and
partners in Europe (examples of areas where public transport
rescheduled every month -as required).

Target audience

Residents of Euroregion, tourists

Investments

Reconstruction of roads,
Creation of bike paths,
Creating pedestrian walkways,
Creating a river shore roads and infrastructure, clearing small rivers,
Development of air transport - the development of small aircraft, small
airport,
Development of road infrastructure - parking areas, stopping point fuelling
station, the station fast electro charging, bike rental, car rental, hotels, signs,
signs and banners, where the information could be changed (tabloids);

Indicative budget

1,8 million EUR

Continuation of
projects in 20072013

The project „LatLitTraffic”,
„EstLatRusTraffic”,
„Move For Life”

P2 Bike mobility project
Name

Exciting cycling II

Justification

Ideas of the project Exciting cycling should be replicated in future projects
and raised to a new level, using the fact that an active lifestyle is valued more
and more, bike has become an essential means of transportation, especially in
places with a rare public transport facilities, develop electro-cycle
transportation, information technology, mobile communication devices are
developing, creating opportunities for new products of Euroregion.

Overall objective

Promote bicycle culture, improve infrastructure for bicycles in Euroregion and
promote the bicycle as a vehicle for daily and recreational trips.

Activities

Activities of cycling marathon should be resumed in the municipalities of
Euroregion and in cooperation with such friendly institutions as RTSD,
develop new activities, popularize cycling and educate road users, need to
develop work with tourism enterprises, associations and different operators,
which can provide further maintenance of infrastructure and continue to
organize events.

Target audience

Residents of Euroregion, tourists

Investments

•
•

Indicative budget

0,8 million EUR

Creation of bike lanes in the existing network of roads and streets
Development infrastructure for bicycles - Bicycle parking areas, where it
was stopped, the development of electro-cycle transportation,
development proposals, bicycle rental, signs, signs.
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Continuation
of The project „Exciting cycling” „LatLitTraffic”, „EstLatRusTraffic” and „Move For
projects in 2007- Life”
2013

P3 Application for mobile phone "Baltic Country of Lakes"
Name

Application for mobile phone "Baltic Country of Lakes"

Justification

In the age of information, more and more services can be transferred to an
electronic environment. This allows to make the access to services faster and
raises awareness of beneficiaries.
Shareable information space of Euroregion "Country of Lakes" should be
established basing on the introduction of culture and products offered by its
neighbours and the final goal for tourists.
Within the project application of Euroregion "Country of Lakes" for mobile
phones will be developed, which
 crossing the border will offer informative support services about
sightseeing, hotels, meals, transportation, etc. Services, cultural and
sporting events, artisans, markets, services of nature;
 shall allow modelling and planning the itinerary (railway, bus, car, bicycle).
Thus, it will promote the use of tourism resources of the Euroregion, and the
project will be used for regional products as a marketing tool.

Overall objective

To improve the availability of information and communication technologies in
the border areas, thus contributing to the creation of an information society
and socio-economic development of border areas.
Specific targets:
1) To compile and digitize information about tourism in Euroregion;
2) To develop applications for mobile phones;
3) To improve e-knowledge of businesspeople and residents.

Activities

I Creating content of application and technical development.
 Agreement on the use of information, generalized by travel portals, local
governments, business associations;
 Generalization, digitization and translation of information of artisans,
microenterprises and farms;
 Support Services for navigation when crossing border (moving abroad, in
the mobile phone networks the information about the objects, first aid,
hotels, etc.. services appear);
 Development of application, taking into account compatibility with the
most popular operating systems.
II Implementation and marketing
 popularizing application in cooperation with travel portals, local
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governments, enterprises, service providers and Tourism posts;
 Involvement of coordinating organizations for sustainability.
III Training residents in e-knowledge
 Training of small and micro-merchants (using smart phones, Internet
banking, and various e-services) in cooperation with state and local
government agencies;
 Weeks of training in enterprises for the employees (the use of electronic
tablets and other information stands);
 Seminars on training specialists of municipalities and exchange of
experience.
Target audience

Residents of Euroregion, businesspersons, tourists.

Investments

•
•

Servers, computers, the Internet and other network. ICT infrastructure for
partners;
Tabloids, stands, electronic tablets at bus stations, city squares etc.

Indicative budget

0,8 million EUR

Continuation of
projects in 20072013

The project „EstLatRusTraffic”
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P4 GadgetGet
Name

A set of non-formal education programs for teaching ICT knowledge in
Euroregion "Country of Lakes"

Justification

The man who in daily life rarely uses Internet, mobile phones, a new
generation of home appliances and so on, or does not use at all, cannot
experience all benefits of progress, and is increasingly losing competitiveness
in the labour market. Increased stratification of the information society, or
"digital crack."
In everyday expenditures on transport accounted for the highest share. No
funds remaining for services. In a limited budget to connect two distant
points must observe the principle "learning from the Internet."
Communications solutions and technologies - Skype, security buttons,
Internet banks, programs for distant learning and fun - it is necessary for
delivery of rural services, saving transport costs.
This project will appeal to abandon myths about the "evil progress" for the
health conducted in computer time, the dangers of computer games,
unreliable internet, and inviting young people to help parents know smart
phones, computers, navigation devices, Internet tools, add-ons, software,
applications etc., as well as increase the level of e-services to local
government institutions partners (social services, police, road maintenance),
for the development of technologies for their own benefit and preservation
of mutual understanding between generations and different groups in
society.

Overall objective

To improve the quality of life in border areas by increasing the use of modern
media and communication, thus contributing to the creation of a
comprehensive information society and reducing the "digital crack" of
society.

Activities

I Discussion forums, create interest groups
• Promotions, games, discussions and activities to identify the needs of
adults;
• Self-help groups of parents;
• Audits of level of electronization in services of municipal institutions;
• Joint actions of families, games and competitions on erudition;
• Specialist services for people with gambling addictions.
II Non-formal training programs
• non-formal programs for adults (30 years and older), conducted by the
youth about the kinds of information and communication programs and
their use;
• Training of micro-enterprises, individual merchants and self-employed
persons in using e-services and ICT business;
• Training groups of professional of municipalities (cultural workers, social
workers, transport workers, utilities etc.) to improve the quality of public
services using ICT;
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•

The acquisition of ICT training and demonstration equipment.

III Informing and involving society
• Training companies servicing the apartment houses and groups of
residents running household using ICT;
• Popularizing opportunities and services in cooperation with state and
local government agencies;
• Acquainting activities with mobile services, IT systems, "smart"
household goods, in cooperation with the private sector.
Target audience

Socially inactive and excluded social groups of villagers of Euroregion, in daily
life using rarely information technology and communications.

Investments

•
•
•
•

Servers, computers, internet network, IT systems, and others. ICT
infrastructure necessary for organizations and service partners;
Video conference rooms in municipalities;
Premises of training centres, and a variety of non-formal education
institutions, classes, equipment, devices;
• Premises of youth organizations, equipment, ICT devices.

Indicative budget

1,5 million EUR

Continuation of
projects in 20072013

Educate for business

P5 „Green corridor”
Name

„Green corridor” of the Baltic Country of Lakes

Justification

On the borders of the EU, a lot of time is spent due to bureaucratic formalities,
complicating the flow of tourists and economic cooperation between the regions.
In the territory of Euroregion "Country of Lakes" between Latvia and Belarus,
there is a customs and sanitary checkpoint Paternieki-Grigorvschina (on the
highway A6 / P20) and customs and sanitary checkpoint Silene-Urbani (P68/P3).
There are no checkpoints between Lithuania and Belarus in the territory of
Euroregion. The nearest points used by Euroregion residents are near Vilnius on a
regional road 103 Lithuanian Vilnius-Polatsk and Belarusian road P45.
In recent years, the infrastructure projects to improve throughput and quality of
service border points were carried out, however, at the borders still formed a
heavy transport line.
In information era, perhaps more services could be partially transferred to the
electronic environment that would increase awareness of crossing borders and
expedite the processing of documents.
In the future, the project "Green Corridor" is focused on the implementation of
measures to facilitate business activities in the border areas and facilitating the
establishment and operation of joint ventures.
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Overall objective

To contribute to social and economic development of border areas and transport
infrastructure.
Specific targets:
1) To improve e-services at customs checkpoints to reduce the waiting time at the
border and paperwork,
2) To improve transport infrastructure and services in the vicinity of border
checkpoints with target to improve the expectations for service,
3) To promote the creation of a free economic regime for companies operating in
Euroregion "Country of Lakes".

Activities

I E-governance of border checkpoints
 Development of transport services, customs, visas, transit, insurance and other
e-services in collaboration with agencies of the Border Guard and the
responsible ministries of the Latvian Republic and the Belarussian Republic;
 Developing applications "Green Corridor" for use on computers and mobile
phones:
o electronic queues (the possibility of registering in the electronic
environment, including and with the help of mobile phone short message
service, informing the approach of the queue, pre-filling declarations and
other e-services in the field of documentation of visas, transportation,
transit and logistics);
o development of tourism expansion applications for drivers, offering
information about the nearest point of service for vehicles and travel
services.
 Training for the exchange of experiences through visits, seminars;
 popularizing applications.
II Improvement of transport infrastructure and services in the vicinity of border
checkpoints:
 Construction, reconstruction and improvement of areas for parking and
parking lots, driveways;
 Creation of telecommunications, ATM, Internet infrastructure in the vicinity of
border checkpoints;
 Creating the service objects, in collaboration with enterprises.
III Development and implementation of e-services in other sectors:
 State police services;
 Social Work Services at the border (refugees, assistance for drivers).
Cooperation of Social Services partners with the Border Guard;
 Emergency medical care;
 Cooperation between the fire service and rescue services;
 Collaboration of services and structures of Citizenship and Migration;
 Informative support.
IV Facilitating cooperation between institutions to create a legal framework of
easier economic regime in the border regions of Latvia-Lithuania-Belarus:
 Projects of development and territories;
 Meeting and visits of higher-level management.

Target audience

Persons crossing the border - the drivers of heavy vehicles and light,
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businesspersons, tourists, existing and potential businesses.
Investments

•
•
•

Servers, computers, etc. for border crossings;
Telecommunication and Internet network, towers, and other equipment.
Necessary ICT infrastructure in the borderland partners;
The infrastructure of transport services in cooperation with the PPP - the car
park with a service in the neighbourhood of border crossings.

Indicative budget

6 million EUR

Continuation of
projects in 20072013

The project „EstLatRusTraffic”

P6 Project of markets
Name

Market / Bazaar project

Justification

The history of civilization - a history of buying and selling.
Trading skills - one of the most ancient skills of society. Under the influence of
globalization, with the appearance of chain stores and supermarkets these skills
began to disappear.
The market as a phenomenon is not enough evaluated and used to stimulate the
local economy and social activity.
Almost every government has a market square and organized, at least, some
market events per year. In the project they will create the basic framework for the
creation of a regional market system, using which you can promote as agricultural
products of Euroregion, crafts and ideas about healthy eating, as well as to expand
the tourist offer of Euroregion.
Markets may be different - from the markets of little things to big fairs is also a
variety of themed markets. Municipalities replicate some models of markets,
looking for a niche market - generally, as a result, they lack the knowledge, in
which direction to develop the market and the market is often perceived as a
difficulty, additional costs. The project will develop ideas about the market, the
variety of products and ideas to sell. Each partner will choose its approach to the
market, together creating a proposal of Euroregion.
Target of the project - to raise the trading skills to the next level. To improve the
culture of selling and buying culture (as opposed to the existing culture of bulk
purchase). Market - is an individual contact, acquaintance with quality, natural,
cheaper, healthy products, bargain, the individual desires of the buyer, the
responsibility for the good reputation of the seller and place for meetings and
contacts.

Overall
objective

Contribute to the economy of border areas, to support the economy of rural areas
of Euroregion "Country of Lakes", using the potential of cities.
Specific goals:
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•
Activities

Create a system of markets - a big fair, 3-4 themed market associated with
traditional festivals, city festivals etc. and regular monthly or weekly markets.
Develop and promote products under the brand name of Euroregion "Country
of Lakes".

I Research to understand the market
• Development of concepts of markets, market niche concepts (used cars,
computers, furniture, green market and vegetarian markets, Zarasai onion
market, dumplings market, book market, market day’s fish, meat etc.).
Developing the concept of the market meet the needs of Belarus.
• Research: how the market works, which markets exist in the euro region at the
moment, what regional products that "well buy" - on market trends (for
example, environmental products), the existing infrastructure markets
governments, unused space and territory.
• Compilation of practical knowledge of trade, informative resources (and
courses) for customs, food norms and regulations.
• Calendar and map of markets activities taking place in Euroregion.
• Advertisement of market that appeals to people, the market is an event.
Improving the knowledge of experts in local government organization and
advertising markets.
• Homepage of markets showing a calendar of events, merchants and their
products, statistics of visitors. Website can be developed as a contact place
where the buyer puts the order, and the seller - a proposal, but also as a point
of rent and exchange things. Traders on the home page can apply, register at
market places.
II Different market activities
 Development of products of Euroregion and local products, in cooperation
with manufacturers, artisans, farmers and market organizers.
 Training on crafts, demonstrations - format of market is of interest for the
transfer of knowledge and traditions.
 Training in the purchase and sale from the childhood (the movement of school
markets).
 Activities, facilitating mutual contacts between traders and direct contacts
between retailers and customers. Involvement of non-governmental
organizations.
 Support services for traders - micro logistics services (commercial vehicle,
working as a postal freight cars, for example, to carry a large pumpkin owner's
garden to the market).
 Services of transport for post-market collection of products of artisans and
manufacturers and marketing manufacturers, catering and others. Creating a
rural cooperative logistics.
 Entertaining program of market days (culture, sports, recreation).
III Bringing order to the infrastructure of local markets
 Bringing order to market areas or pavilions of partner municipalities.
 Improvement of the surrounding areas, providing engineering
communications.
 Acquisition of shopping places, tents, mobile scenes, creating historical market
elements of entertainment.
 Placement of stalls to collect donations and other. Stock that carried out using
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market days and a large influx of people.
Target
audience

Artisans, domestic producers, residents and tourists of Euroregion.

Investments

•

•
•
Indicative
budget

Creation of the Market Square, reconstruction, improvement of infrastructure
(supply of electricity, the creation of lighting, water supply systems, rainwater),
landscaping, creation and establishment of trade stands, technical projects for
roads and reconstruction.
Repair and bringing order to indoor markets, repair hangars, equipment.
Parking.
The use of market-based measures for existing buildings and areas (the rest of
the time used for other functions, such as sports).

3 million EUR

Continuation
of projects

P7 Spare time project
Name

The project of useful leisure time or
Seven Wonders of Euroregion “Country of Lakes”
Only bears sleep in winter
Live-love-dance-people
Where is the geographical centre of Euroregion (other centres)

Justification

The project aims at the development of healthy recreation for broad groups
in society.
Although, in general, society is less active and - not involved in sports, does
not participate in cultural activities, sitting at home, watching television experience shows that once created recreational infrastructure, it is filled
with people.
In this project, we will not look for the causes of passivity, and adapt the
infrastructure is already a favourite type of holiday people - walking, working
in the garden, care for grandchildren, chess in the park, a joint view of
hockey, reading, shopping, cooking and eating, similar trips, etc., this
stimulating sensible habits. Thus will be offered opportunities to increase
social activity and at the same time to equip public areas of the Euroregion
(areas of cultural monuments, courtyard apartment buildings, sports areas,
recreational facilities at the lake etc.).

Overall objective

Contribute to a healthy and active lifestyle, popularizing the natural and
cultural values of the Euroregion and folk traditions.

Activities

The concept of the project includes several thematic projects, emphasizing
one or more activities of spare time:
• Project of fishing – the creation of places of fishing, recreation in the
natural park "Arcs of Daugava" and other natural areas.
• Project of gardens for development of gardens culture:
o competitions of gardens and grown products, workshops of
gardening and cooking, "Grow, show, cook, eat!”
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o

•

•
•
•

•
•

Joint projects of gardening and art (exhibitions in Latgale Embassy
Gors, demonstration of clothing of pumpkins, master classes in
serving dishes, open-air painting of glassware, etc.).
Dance Project as an example of different types of non-traditional leisure
time (dances of exotic countries, expedition, foreign language courses,
introduction to culture, cultural and educational activities etc.)
Project of sports orientation – orienteering competition, and also the
night orienteering, expeditions (Kārsava).
Development and improvement of cultural and educational, sports,
recreational trails.
Horse riding project - horse riding and trips with the harness in
collaboration with horse farms, sports clubs and organizations. Horse
Museum in Lithuania.
the Honey project - honey farms, farms of growing medicinal tea
Winter festivals. Ski slopes and competitions, creating areas for skating.

Each partner participates in projects with their tourism products and
Activities, thus creating a joint proposal of Euroregion leisure time:
• Forest Lakes of Balvi district and creation of forest trails, Crane Festival,
• open-air museum in Andrupene,
• Visaginas Nuclear Power Plant (exhibition, souvenirs, the track with
obstacles, night expedition),
• Activities in Ludza city,
• Activities of Latgale embassy „Gors” ,
• Activities of Livani arts and crafts centre and museum of glass,
• Museum of Navapolatsk and suburban routes,
• Ignalina mountain and offer self-baked bread,
• Forest lookout tower in Kārsava championship in night gathering
mushrooms, competition in mushroom dishes,
• Observation tower in Rezekne region and a lot of activities, such as
fishing and cooking fish dishes,
• Museums of ceramics,
• Improvement of the infrastructure of national and regional parks and
programs of knowledge of nature,
• Courses of dances of different countries,
• Kingdom of Crooked Mirrors and other attractions,
• Verkhnedvinsk House of Culture,
• The castle of Dinaburg,
• The Kupiski sea,
• • Organization of other activities and remediation of sites.
Target audience

•
•
•
•
•

School-age children,
The youth (18-24 years),
The grown-ups,
elderly people,
different groups of interest (for example, extreme sports lovers).

Investments

Expansion of sports facilities and leisure partners a new niche products and
the necessary infrastructure, landscaping plants and green areas.

Indicative budget

3 million EUR
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Continuation of
projects in 20072013

The project „Move for life”, „Aqualife”, „Nature therapy”

P8 Water project
Name

Lakes and rivers project

Justification

Brand project of the Euroregion “Country of Lakes”.
The project, which is based on the natural advantages of Euroregion
"Country of Lakes" - the wealth of natural bodies of water - lakes and rivers.
Development of the use of water is contained in the title of the Euroregion.
Clean water, water use for the economy, recreation and health.
The territory of each partner has reservoirs - lakes, rivers and recreation
facilities already created by the water. The current proposal must be
improved - to improve access to lakes, to supplement activities infrastructure
and water transport, together creating a comprehensive offering of water
resources of the Euroregion for residents and tourists.

Overall objective

Improve the availability and use of water lakes of Euroregion for tourism
offer.

Activities

I Generalization and analysis of water tourism resources and food choices
• Inspection of places (in Polatsk there is a place where you can see how
the stars overlap with the water);
• Bringing order to the regulatory framework;
• Development of recreation projects with different levels of improvement
(for example, in an inaccessible forest it would be better to create
destinations with the lowest level of improvement, and in the city - the
highest);
• Development of routes for boats;
 private-public partnership for sustainability of result.
II Bringing order to infrastructure in the near lakes and rivers
• Cleaning the shores of ponds and streams;
• Artificial flooding of rivers for water parks;
 A pontoon bridge to the shore;
 Projects of artificial lighting;
 Trails through the water (water sports);
 pier and boat garages;
• Promenade for walking, bicycles trails around the creation of the lake
and along the river;
 Improvement of the beach;
 Floating Cafe;
 Agreement with rescue services to provide services, the creation of
buildings in water for rescue service;
 Access to the waters, repair of access roads, creating parks, placing bins.
 Improvement of the sports seats, purchase inventory;
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Create tether posts.

III The organization of water activities
 Cultural program: Neptune holiday, viewing stars of different
attractions, unusual swimming facilities and other water recreation
activities;
 Competitions in water sports (fishing, riding on boats, swimming, sailing
regatta in Kupishki, water skiing, wakeboard etc.);
 Training of specialists.
Investments

Bringing order to infrastructure in the territories near water - improving
access to the shores of lakes and rivers.

Target audience

Residents of Euroregion, tourists

Indicative budget

2,4 million EUR

Continuation of
projects in 20072013

Aqua Life; continue 1 and 2 projects Bella-Dvina, more emphasizing
rehabilitation and education of the public.

P9 Project of city parks
Name

Project of green public space of Euroregion "Country of Lakes" cities

Justification

The cities of Euroregion are green, but not enough improved.
Public space - the streets, avenues, squares, parks and forests, parks,
gardens, embankments, space areas and courtyards that are available
without restriction to the public regardless of what property they are.
The territory of each partner needs are related to the putting in order,
improvement and "population" of the public space of cities and villages.
This project will develop the ideas about innovative solutions in planning
and development of parks and trees, so they were a place of leisure for
residents, offering green zone, adapted for different groups of people,
opportunities for physical activity, walking with dogs, quiet rest, children's
games, open-air cinema, cult gardens, objects of decoration environment
in plantations and coastlines, outdoor exhibition, knowledge and creativity.
This project will develop the theme of parks (Parks, playgrounds, parks,
native plants, parks, training agricultural plants etc.).
Parks and green plantings create the image of Euroregion.

Overall objective

Contribute the improvement of cities and populated areas of Euroregion
"Country of Lakes", improving the quality of public space and infrastructure
for healthy recreation for residents.

Activities

I Database and planning of parks and trees
• Compile information on parks and plantations in towns and villages of
Euroregion, create a list of parks selected by partners for development.
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•
•
•

Seminars of creative thinking, acquaintance with international
experience of public space, the development of ideas about parks;
Survey and design of parks, coastlines, selection of plants, lighting
contest sketches and objects of decoration environment;
Studies and projects, such as the generalization of traditional and nontraditional knowledge of natural fruit and vegetable crops, such as
growing tomatoes.

II Improvement of infrastructure of the public area
• Paths for walking, trails, bridges;
• Street cafes, kiosks;
• Installation of lighting systems (combined with benches, objects of
decoration environment, urns, gaming infrastructure);
• Design and installation of gates of parks and various forms of small
architecture (to make it possible to adapt to individual needs - lovers
of chess, reading books);
• Reconstruction of the sites located in the vicinity, the creation of
bicycle parking;
• Installation of informative boards, signs, electronic information boards,
wireless Internet devices and device charging mobile phones;
• Designs for street gymnastics and games;
• For example, there is a park with a traditional park landscapes and
flowerbeds are available in the park or garden house, or central image
- the greenhouse. There are also available benches where you can sit
down, relaxed environment for communication (exchange seeds,
recipes and advices).
Presenting traditional landscapes and use of parks, along with nontraditional and innovative ideas - pond systems, object gardens,
greenhouses, which are used simultaneously, to show in practice to take
the children to acquire the skills of growing local plants and vegetables,
birdhouses competitions and competitions of flowers, sand and others.
Environmental objects, exhibitions, experimental sites of biological
agriculture.

Target - create places for joint time and the change of thinking of residents
through "cucumbers and tomatoes", through joint activities, interests and
hobbies.
III Public information campaigns
• Cultural and sports programs in the parks;
• International Days of parks, within which the parks are visited, there is
an exchange of experiences and ideas to develop sustainable projects;
 Models of servicing objects - communal services authorities, voluntary
work in the project, a maintenance contract with the school buildings
societies, associations of parents, scientists etc.
Investments

The territory of each partner - the dispensation of the park, coastline,
plantations, urban areas, the total public garden, creating thematic objects.

Target audience

Residents of cities and villages of Euroregion, tourists.
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Indicative budget

1,5 million EUR

Continuation of
projects in 20072013

Aqua life, Green Man.

P10 The project of camping
Name

Project of overnight stays in Euroregion "Country of Lakes"

Justification

The project, which develops within the vision of hospitality of Euroregion
"Country of Lakes" types of service accommodation, infrastructure and
partnerships with the private sector.
Development of hotels, guesthouses and other overnight stays in the Euroregion
is difficult, because tourism here does not make the main income and it has
seasonal character. At the same time in the warm seasons of high demand for
accommodations. Lack of overnight stays especially expressed during big events.
The territory of each partner has owned self-governing territories in the lakes, in
the woods, another natural area where you can develop the infrastructure of
accommodation, ranging from tent sites, camping and to the houses on weekends
and holiday camps.
Will be developed at the same time the idea of evaluating a comprehensive
proposal in collaboration with farms located near rural tourism (places for fishing,
bonfires, open-air stage, Drive-in theatre, horseback riding, boat and catamaran
etc.).

Overall
objective

To develop a proposal for overnight stays Euroregion "Country of Lakes" and
promote an integrated tourist offer.

Activities

I Inspection of the overnight stays, the potential for Spatial Planning, evaluation
and development of proposals, inviting experts of hotels and tourism sphere,
culture and sports professionals.
II Creating places for camping and tents, infrastructure and recreation areas of
coastlines
 Projects of camping houses, improvement of design and technical projects;
 Contracts of public-private partnership for the construction and maintenance
of places for camping, tents, construction and maintenance of recreation
centres, guest houses and hotels;
 Providing engineering communications, establishing elements of
improvement;
 Cleaning the coast of reservoirs, creation of coastal infrastructure.
III Camping marketing activities:
 Organization of cultural and sports activities in the open air;
 GPS mapping offers overnight stays, the resumption of water tourism routes,
making pointers;
 Adding advertising and information in a database, social networking, travel
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portals etc.
Investments

Technical preparation (engineering design) of accommodation areas, access
roads, parking, engineering communications, landscaping and shorelines,
construction of access roads, providing engineering communications.

Target
audience

Tourists of Euroregion.

Indicative
budget

1,8 million EUR

Continuation Aqua life, Green Man
of projects in
2007-2013

P11 Olympics of Euroregion
Name

Olympic games of Euroregion "Country of Lakes"

Justification

The project to accomplish the vision of healthy, athletic and hospitable
Euroregion. Sports is a way of strengthening friendship between peoples,
known since ancient times.
Within the project will be intensified cooperation between Latvia, Lithuania and
Belarus, organizing various types of events, in both summer and winter sports "Olympic Games" Country of Lakes.
Sporting Activities arranged by using existing partners in the territories and
natural resources, sports, thus developing and popularizing the tourist offer of
Euroregion.

Overall
objective

To promote healthy lifestyles, national (mass) Sports and develop sports
infrastructure of Euroregion "Country of Lakes".

Activities

I Selection of sports and preparing the "Olympic Games"
 Creation of a sports calendar of Euroregion and placement in the Internet;
 Organization of sports events in the territories of the partners before the
main activities "Olympic Games" and choosing place for the "Olympic
Games" and the selection of sports;
 Exchange of experience between sports masters.
II "Olympic Games" of Euroregion "Country of Lakes"
 "Olympic Games" of winter sports - three partners (one per country) are
selected that organize the major winter sports games;
 "Olympic Games" of summer sports - three partners (one per country) are
selected that organize the main summer sport games;
 In each event Paralympic Games are included.
III Participation of society and education
 Formation of the popular teams (schools, NGOs, labour groups, agriculture)
and the organization of tournaments support, the competition;
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Supporting activities for fans and sports organizers (cultural program,
transport, symbols and other support teams. Promotional materials);
Invitation of professional athletes and Olympians, natives of Euroregion;
Activities on attracting sponsors (advertising healthy food, advertising,
regional products).

Investments

Bringing order to infrastructure of partners - repair and reconstruction of sports
halls, stadiums and sports fields. Significant Investments in places where the
"Olympic Games" are organized.

Target
audience

Children and youth sports organizations, groups, teachers, sports, sports
professionals and residents of Euroregion.

Indicative
budget

1,2 million EUR

Continuation of Move for Life
projects

P12 Cool Tour
Name

Festivals of the Euroregion "Country of Lakes"

Justification

The sphere of culture - one of those that rarely gets to the list of priorities of the
state and local governments, is grateful scope for cross-border cooperation. While
in countries like of Euroregion cultural and historical heritage, each partner has its
very place has its special cultural heritage, values, traditions and activities. Getting
acquainted with the culture, the formation of new contacts, strengthened
cooperation between partners and promotes tolerance among peoples and
nations.

Overall objective Contribute to cultural tourism of Euroregion "Country of Lakes".
Activities and
Investments

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Bringing order to infrastructure of cultural centres, clubs, open-air stage and
other cultural institutions (repair, scenes, etc. equipment, costumes for groups,
transport);
Organization of the three major cultural festivals - one in each country;
Travel to exchange experiences between the teams of culture;
• Activities of social inclusion for the not enough protected groups of residents
(children with disabilities, and others.) Using cultural platform - participation in
festivals and tours;
Educational activities on alternative approaches to the organization of cultural
events;
Map of Euroregion cultural tourism (the biggest events calendar);
Advertisement of cultural activities and facilities;
Training specialists of culture and the exchange of experience.

Target audience Management of culture, Department of Culture, museums, theatres, orchestras,
libraries and other cultural institutions, cultural and educational institutions,
groups of culture and societies.
Indicative

1 million EUR
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budget
Continuation of
projects in
2007-2013

P13 Guild of social workers
Name

Guild of social workers of Euroregion "Country of Lakes"

Justification

Social services (social assistance, social services, social work), as well as the social
work profession in society are not assessed properly considered less prestigious
profession. Society recalls social services only in situations when faced with acute
crisis situations (children exposed to violence, powerless behaviour is relatively
less protected groups of population), and often blames them.
Remuneration of social work professionals is low and commensurate with the
level of responsibility and stress, high requirements for education and training.
Social workers - those people who are in daily direct contact with the poor,
disabled children and various other not enough protected target groups and
organize help. Social problems are relevant in each self-government and many of
partners of Euroregion have already good experience. The project realizes and
knows practical examples of social assistance, international cooperation at the
border will be decided and carried out activities to raise the profile of social
workers.
The project will create a guild of social work Euroregion (joint organization,
society, association), whose duties will include maintenance of the network of
cross-border contacts, sharing of experiences, good practices and taking over the
function partner in cross-border projects of Euroregion.
Within the project Activities to Support Specialists of social work will be organized
- supervision, exchange of experience and training innovative techniques of social
rehabilitation, and will also improve the infrastructure of social services and social
services representatives.

Overall objective

To promote social inclusion in the territory of Euroregion "Country of Lakes".
Specific targets:
1) raise the prestige of the social professions in society,
2) provide professional support to social work professionals and social workers to
improve their skills,
3) develop innovative rehabilitation techniques, based on the natural resources of
Euroregion.

Activities

I Guild of social workers of Euroregion "Country of Lakes"
 Within the project the Guild of social workers of Euroregion is created (joint
organization, society, association) whose responsibilities will:
o maintenance of network of contacts of trans boundary cooperation in the
social sphere,
o organizing the exchange of experience, familiarization with the good
practice of social services of Euroregion,
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o support the organization of events for social workers,
o protection of interests and rights of social work professionals in the
government (lobbying),
o the continuation of project activities after the project,
o Partnership in future cross-border projects of Euroregion.
Meeting of Ministers of Welfare of Latvia, Lithuania and Belarus. Conference
on the issues of cross-border cooperation with the complicity of the Border
Guard, social services and institutions in other sectors.

II Professional support for professionals in social work
• Consultations of supervision,
• Exchange of experience, familiarity with the rehabilitation and care services
provided by partners of Euroregion, the organization of social assistance.
For the exchange of experiences is not good to take as a basis only benefit
the wealthy countries, because they have a different level of well-being
and their approach to solutions. Local governments of Euroregion are
interesting examples that could work within small budgets. For example,
in Daugavpils entered many innovative social rehabilitation services,
working with refugees, solve the problems of social security of citizens of
other states, incl. Russia and Belarus.
• • Educational Activities, based on the resources of sport, culture and nature
of Euroregion, development of previous projects (therapy involving animals
etc.).
• "social camp ":
o Competition for social workers with many nominations (best ideas,
methods, practical examples). Rewarding and motivating
participation in the project - an opportunity for many professionals to
leave for an internship in Germany and other developed countries.
o Role-playing and others. Innovative teaching methods to study the
methods and techniques of social rehabilitation.
• Creating a database of professionals in social rehabilitators, maintenance and
upgrading. Invitation of experts to provide advice, lectures and programs of
rehabilitation exercises.
III Informing the public - a series of events "Family social therapist" to inform the
public about the possibilities of social assistance, rights, social service cooperation
with other agencies, reducing the myths.
• Activities and social campaigns, discussions, individual projects. Coverage of
issues of social work in the media, the Internet, the story "as I have helped".
• Popularizing social services as close as possible to the family (natural
conditions) - foster families, homes care services, popularizing service
apartments and informing loved ones.
Investments

Improvement of infrastructure and social services providers of social services
(facilities, equipment, software, transportation).

Target audience

Social services, social departments and institutions - providers of social services,
as well as charitable organizations and societies.

Indicative
budget

1 million EUR

Continuation of Nature Therapy
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P14 Social enterprise
Name

Social enterprise

Justification

A significant part of society cannot fully enter the labour market, for example, work
in the same conditions with others, to work full time (people with disabilities,
young people, people with mental development, the elderly, long-term
unemployed etc.). In turn, these unemployed people aggravate their social
problems, low incomes.
Social entrepreneurship - is economic activity aimed at solving social problems,
using techniques and tools businesses.
Euroregion cannot directly affect the social security and social assistance to support
municipalities in reducing the social burden and poverty reduction in the border
areas, as this is the responsibility of the state.
In this project Euroregion "Country of Lakes" will develop social enterprises, using
the resources of the local community - government, business, society and residents
- to improve employment and at the same time improving the living conditions of
the residents and providing services.
Services and products of social enterprises are implemented in the local market for
the needy - cheaper (condition).
The partners of Euroregion have already examples of social entrepreneurship tourist Cottage, projects "Soros Foundation Latvia" "Growing Latgale", the draft
program LEADER, successfully working society -Examples that can inspire and
develop new ideas.

Overall objective Improve the employment and welfare of residents of border areas, promoting
social entrepreneurship.
Specific targets:
1) Promote the creation of social enterprises;
2) To interest local entrepreneurs to become patrons of social enterprises;
3) Educate low-income residents manage a company.
Activities

I The development of the idea of social entrepreneurship
• • Study demand (needs). Discussions surveys of self-help groups. For example,
the services of a social enterprise can be: tidying up the lawn, parks and
courtyards of private houses, preparing firewood, repair roofs, fences, masonry
stoves, washing clothes, look after a baby, weeding the garden, bring food from
the store, help with sports activities etc. Awareness of hobbies of residents some of them could be a good idea of social business.
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Activities of encouragement of target groups.
o
For motivation and encouragement to go out into the community
(for example, patients with Down's syndrome) and learning society of
tolerance - festivals, concerts, workshops.
o
Meetings interest groups, self-help groups in the future potential of
social enterprises, promotion of joint activities and actions.
• Awareness of community resources (who is doing what and what services could
provide, as an offering, as it may find potential clients).
• • Awareness of the successful experience of municipalities:
Karsava terrarium - a place that has become the venue for the time not only for the
children of the target group, but also for all the other children. Projects LEADER
programs for self-help groups, for example, in Preili day centre working group of
anonymous alcoholics, a group of low-income people, and a group of parents of
children with Down syndrome, who continue to meet and help each other. A group
of producers of art objects - the former Kupishki prison inmates.
II Competition of support the ideas of social entrepreneurship
• Any physical, legal person may apply with their ideas about the beginning of
social entrepreneurship. To base a social enterprise and started to get support
grants of up to EUR 5000.
• The base of social entrepreneurship fund (under Guild of social workers) for
post-project activities.
III Enterprises - patrons of social enterprises:
• Entrepreneurs share with social enterprises - give the remaining materials
offer cheaper transport, agree on a joint working on agricultural land,
providing its expertise. Work is performed to help now. In the project there
are enterprises ready to help, they would get appreciation and motivated to
continue, for example, they would offer a discount on certain services of local
governments, the opportunity to participate in activities organized by local
governments, tax incentives, cheaper loans and rental equipment, facilities.
• Honorary Board of enterprises, the reward of socially responsible enterprises.
IV Teaching management of enterprises
• „Soclager” (the word known from the Soviet era). It is kind of a platform for
testing and experimentation. Internships and career choice days, training
enterprises, short-term projects of the Company. Subproject "180 degrees",
offering an opportunity to settle in a foreign environment, on the other work
under the new conditions. Entertainment and new skills.
• • The involvement of social services in the organization of activities of social
entrepreneurship (database of job seekers in incl. suitability to characteristic of
the work).
• Advice on accounting, of enterprises management support.
Investments

•
•
•

Repair of self-government offered premises to rent from social enterprises,
work desks and other. Equipment;
• Social incubators, such as repair facilities already established municipalities of
business incubators (Livani);
Classrooms in schools for labour training practice site. Premises of societies and
institutions.

Target audience Social workers, charities and institutions, socially responsible businesses and
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residents.
Indicative
budget

1,2 million EUR

Continuation of
projects in
2007-2013

Educate for business

P15 Seniors’ project
Name

Seniors’ project

Justification

Society in Europe and of Euroregion age. Every year, the proportion of older people
increases. At the same time, develop gerontology services aimed at prolonging life
and quality of life. Increasingly become popular services such as health care of older
people (Geriatrics), hygiene (gerohygiene) and contacting with the specifics of the
psyche elderly (gerontopsychology).
The group working age residents over time, gained his professional and life
experience, knowledge, skills - resources that can be used for the benefit of the
whole society. It is important that this group of society is a significant part of the
electorate.
Relevant necessity for all of partners of Euroregion is the involvement of a group of
residents of retirement age in the process of solving important problems while
improving services and quality of life for older people.

Overall objective To promote the inclusion of people in the social processes of middle-aged and
elderly people - in continuing education, employment, promotion of health and in
various other communities activities.
Activities

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
Investments

•

•

Creation of public areas, meeting the requirements of availability environment;
Activities of the information environment - information boards, signs, etc., meet
the requirements of the blind and persons with hearing disabilities.
Day care centres for the elderly, in special places (retro cafes, clubs) and
activities (concerts, cultural programs);
Programs of employment of older people - participation in public activities
(dissemination of information, viewing for children, self-help groups, the
transmission of craftsmanship to the next generation, singing together. The main
thing that they had something to do - Nordic walking, books, maps etc.);
• Using the advice of old professionals and social work in community centres and
day centres of social services (the former doctors, teachers, engineers etc.);
Engaging in joint programs of youth and the elderly;
Transport (access to services, tours).
dispensation, equipment, reconstruction of the premises of day care centres and
NGOs of older people in accordance with the requirements of accessibility in the
environment;
Activities of the information environment - information boards, signs, etc., meet
the requirements of the blind and persons with hearing disabilities.

Target audience Residents of Euroregion of retirement age
Indicative

1 million EUR
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budget
Continuation of
projects in
2007-2013

P16 Success ambassadors
Name

Success ambassadors

Justification

In the self-government of each partner, there is a part of society, the social
problems for solving which considerable funds are removed from the social budget.
Nevertheless, the number of clients of social services continues to grow. Not
enough social workers. To return the person back into society requires new social
rehabilitation services.
Euroregion have already accumulated successful experience in project Nature
Therapy. In this project will be tested a new approach stirring up self-help groups,
using the successful people - people who themselves have experienced a negative
experience, successfully overcome addiction, recovered after a serious injury and
successfully return to society - after the success. They will share their success, thus
providing support to the target group.
For social rehabilitation groups will be offered natural therapy, exercise therapy,
work and creative therapies that are based on the natural resources of Euroregion
and of Euroregion of partners such resources as tourism, food, sports and culture.

Overall objective To promote social inclusion and promote the popularizing of healthy lifestyle.
Activities

I Planning of social rehabilitation services, training
 Creation of self-help groups and the involvement of leaders.
 Program of leaders and social workers (the trip to study a case, lectures,
creative workshops), in attracting high-level social workers, therapists and
other specialists.
II Therapy programs
 camps, classes, therapy program under the guidance of experts for groups of
different ages and interests, at least three times a week (to a new food, new
employment, new skills etc. becomes a habit).
 Programs of healthy food, sports in collaboration with agriculture, recreation
centres, schools, youth theatre studios, choirs, and others. Collectives (fixing
stylish models of behaviour - drinking juice, clothing etc.).
 Creation of three centres of therapy in each country. In the centres occur
seminars, classes, workshops, both for specialists and for self-help groups.
III Information, education and community involvement
 Group of health and their multiplication - Preventive Activities to prevent
unwanted social problems in their town or village (skiers, Nordic walkers,
skaters, skaters on roller skates, and then they continue to popularize this kind
in the Euroregion, share their experiences in their region).
 • Promotion of health with the complicity of the leaders of local businesses
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and institutions (children to believe).
Green Festival (without alcohol).

Target audience Victim of psychological, physical violence, persons with disabilities, children from
disadvantaged families, people with various allergies, obesity, people with
addictions, former prisoners etc.
Investments

Infrastructure:
 Centres are created in the format of tourist homes or recreation (in the project
are meeting rooms, classrooms, accommodation is provided in cooperation with
the owners of guesthouses, repaired and day centres for communities). Such a
centre could be created in any existing tourist home.
 Equipment: juicers, for example, for schools, sports equipment, equipment for
physiotherapy rooms, materials and equipment for the treatment of art, nature,
music etc.
 Recreation areas in towns and villages - parks, squares, cycling, fitness centre,
climbing wall area for dogs, skate parks.

Indicative
budget

1 million EUR

Continuation of
projects in
2007-2013

Nature therapy, Cured by animals, Move for life

P17 "Tails"
Name

"Marathon with its best friend – a human"

Justification

The value of an active lifestyle and health for society increases.
Necessary infrastructure for leisure time outdoors actively playing sports or walking
in the territory of Euroregion still insufficiently developed. The project "tails" refers
to that part of society, which, through animal has a direct relationship with nature the owners of dogs and other pets, owners of farms. The project promotes respect
for nature and animals, educates society calls for an active lifestyle, cooperate and
provide support to organizations of breeders of thoroughbred animals, shelters and
farms.

Overall objective Develop services in Euroregion natural therapies and new niche tourism products.
Activities

•
•
•
•

Regional tourist offer, such as dog-sled competitions, relay races with dogs on a
leash and others. Tourist activities, involving agriculture, clubs, animal shelters;
International exhibitions of animals;
Training dog handlers, trainers promote health, veterinarians;
School-based programs and camps for exploring the animals, care and sports.

Target audience Tourists with dogs and other pets,
Tourism enterprises, educational services natural therapies (farms, horse farms
etc.),
Clubs of animal breeders, organizations, non-governmental organizations, animal
shelters, zoos, sports clubs, educational institutions etc.
Investments

•

New areas for dog walking in urban areas and green areas, adapted for walking
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•
•

and training dogs;
Adaptation of guesthouses and other tourist facilities for the reception of
visitors with dogs;
Repair of animal shelters, landscaping;
Infrastructure of organizations of animal breeders (space for exhibitions,
training, training bases, territory);
• Cabinets of veterinarians and equipment.

Indicative
budget

1,5 million EUR

Continuation of
projects in
2007-2013

The project „Nature Therapy”

P18 Community centres
Name

Life free from addiction or “Addict free”

Justification

Excessive alcohol consumption is one of the most difficult problems of society. It is
spread in the village and among young people increasingly early age. In the fight
against excessive alcohol consumption come as doctors and service order and
social services. Governments try to limit the use of alcohol economic and
repressive methods. However, it has not brought great results.
Most sharply, severity of social problems experienced government, social services
in contact with families in crisis. Municipalities form crisis centres, shelters,
sobering-up stations, soup kitchens and health centres, multi-day centres for
different target groups.
To support municipalities, dissemination of best practices and models of social
rehabilitation of healthy behaviour, this project will bring the contribution to the
improvement of existing centres for replenishing them with new services and
motivating clients receive the services offered.

Overall objective To promote social inclusion of border inhabitants, diversity, social services and
municipalities resources of society to solve problems of people with addictions.
Specific targets:
1) Develop social rehabilitation services for persons with addictions;
2) educate and mobilize society for a healthy lifestyle;
3) strengthen cross-border cooperation of Euroregion "Country of Lakes" in the
development of social rehabilitation services.
Activities

I Research and development of ideas.
• Methods of propagation of positive habits. Awareness of the needs of the
target groups and habits of society.
• Research for the development of social assistance policies in municipalities (for
example, to support alcohol policy. For example, social groups can be granted
self-government services at a lower cost or crisis situations - for free, as in the
Lithuanian Marine Park).
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•

Development of services "business plans", the ideas of social entrepreneurship,
integrating the idea of business management in social rehabilitation services
and care.
Research for the development of mobile services for the planning of new
services.

II Support of community initiatives and private sector
• Support of centres established by non-governmental organizations (for
example, to support the work of the day centre youth into Lebanon, educated
society, "the White House" etc.)
• Activities of employment.
• Projects of public health.
III Development of social services
• Equipment for day-care centres. Centres can be with different levels of
equipment and supply (in the likeness of graduation Maxima stores X, XX, XXX)
or mobile centres.
• Development of services of detoxification. Cooperation of shelters, sobering-up
stations with medical services and orders.
• Creation of mobile units.
• In the circumstances of limited budget of Euroregion, partners cannot directly
use the practice of developed countries. It is therefore very valuable exchange
of experience between the partners of Euroregion "Country of Lakes", where
there are already good examples. Trip in exchange of experience of
professionals in self-governing police, social services, health care.
• Testing of new methods and services division and experience.
Target audience 




local government service of order and social assistance,
healthcare institutions,
charity organizations,
residents with different addictions and other problems.

Investments

Improving the infrastructure of day centres, the placement device for new
social rehabilitation services, purchase of equipment.
Creation of sobering-up stations, shelters.
Purchase of specialized transport and purchase of special transport equipment.

•
•
•

Indicative
budget

1,2 million EUR

Continuation of "Cured by animals", "Nature Therapy"
projects
in
2007-2013
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P19 Social housing
Name

Social building project

Justification

Accommodation development project of Euroregion "Country of Lakes".
Certain vulnerable groups of residents housing is intended for free. Social housing
some groups of residents need to be addressed together with the social support (the
homeless, former prisoners, the disabled, orphans, which is necessary to start an
independent life after the age of 18, people with mental disorders etc.), therefore in
the building and additional space (for care services, industrial premises, workshops)
can be created.
Certain groups of inhabitants (foster families, families with many children, persons
with special merits, students, and professionals) can be assigned to the lightweight
housing conditions, if it is provided by housing policy.
This project will facilitate the exchange of experience among the participants of
Euroregion "Country of Lakes" in the field of urban planning, developing the ideas of
social housing.
The project will promote social inclusion, implementing small yard activities renewal
of culture, street culture and the culture of rural villages.
The project will promote awareness and preservation of regional traditions of cultural
and historical building in the territory of Euroregion "Country of Lakes".

Overall
objective

Improve the provision of social housing for low-income residents in the border area.
Specific targets:
1) To implement the first project of social housing in each participating country.
2) Contribute public activity of nearby residents.

Activities

I Awareness of existing experiences and needs
• Research on the need of social housing for socially vulnerable groups of residents.
• Market research of households and dwellings.
• Awareness of urban planning practices and urban development, awareness of
regional values of the building art.
• Development of municipalities housing policies and programs of dwellings
(guidelines for the development of social housing, low-income housing, an
environment of residential areas etc.).
• Cross-border conferences, seminars, training, exhibitions.
II Planning and design
• Plans, technical projects, building projects, improvement projects of residential,
public areas and courtyards.
III Pilot projects of social houses
• In each of the countries will be implemented a pilot project of social housing for
the needs of one of the residents:
- House with facilities for foster family,
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Target
audience






A home for disadvantaged residents with axillary facilities for
employment and social services (garden, workshops and greenhouses
etc.),
- Group apartment or house for persons with impaired mental
development.
Involvement of experts in social work.
retraining and training programs.
Creation of a social enterprise for the construction and arrangement of the pilot
housing (development of craft builder, interior designer etc.).
Programs of employment of attracting businesses and farms neighbourhood.
Clean-up with the participation of residents for the construction, improvement of
courtyards and gardens.
Program of Culture and Sports "Neighbours".
Stay away or travel experience exchange between the participants of the pilot
project.
Municipalities’ specialists on real estate,
owners of private houses, residents of apartment buildings - for socially
vulnerable groups residents (large families etc.),
Specialists in architecture, planning, landscaping and home design,
Social workers, educators.

Investments

Housing Fund of municipalities for socially vulnerable groups of residents

Indicative
budget

1,5 million EUR

Continuation
of projects in
2007-2013

Educate for business
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P20 Green management II
Name

Green management II

Justification

We all do not have enough knowledge about alternative energy, the choice of new
solutions and technologies that do not harm humans and the environment, save
resources, but it does not degrade the quality of life.
Partners of Euroregion have accumulated some experience in the introduction of
energy efficiency measures, in some municipalities have already developed energy
efficiency plan in response to the European policy in the field of energy and
environment.
In this project, Euroregion continues the successful practice of the project Green Man,
shows, and exhibits and teaches the public about energy efficiency, helping to extend
and consolidate the idea of energy efficiency.

Overall
objective

To promote energy efficiency of energy use and energy production, transport and
consumption in the territory of Euroregion "Country of Lakes", thus positively affecting
the reliability of power supply, contributing to climate change adaptation and
competitiveness of the economy of Euroregion.
Specific targets:
1) Develop a vision and energy of Euroregion guidelines for energy efficiency action
plans and of partners;
2) To introduce the pilot energy-efficient solutions servicing in the public sector and
the sharing of experiences;
3) Multiply knowledge and to train local "energy experts" of Euroregion;
4) Educate the public about the more energy-efficient way to manage and activities of
households, farms and businesses.

Activities

I Research, planning and exchange of experience:
 Study the situation in the municipalities о:
o the need for energy planning documents,
o the need to develop technical documentation of building projects,
o Experience of the introduction of energy efficiency measures, incl.
innovations that are already in use in the municipalities of partners
(electricity, water etc.),
o natural resources of the territory, which resources (solar, wind, water)
are most suitable for the production of alternative energy.
 Development of a joint plan of Euroregion - vision and recommendations /
guidelines for planning energy-efficiency of each local government and
administration activities - Actions and Activities, corresponding to each
municipality. In the plan of Euroregion will be considered solutions of heating,
insulation, lighting, water use, sharing solutions for the public sector and the
decisions that directly Euroregion cannot influence - for the private sector.
 Development of reference solutions (example):
Green office:
o Web-conference.
o Denial of paper documents or black-and-white printing on recycled
paper and on both sides.
o E-office and e-communication, the application with an electronic signature.
o Work at home.
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Organization of the work and activities as necessary in the light of the day.
Green transport:
o "Carsharing" or trip together on the same car.
o Development bicycles infrastructure in cities and suburbs.
o Green purchasing in order to save resources and funds needed for
transportation. Consumption of local food (drinks are not branded
mineral water and local best - tap water), giving local colour, the use
of local building materials etc.
o energy-efficient transport infrastructure, offering coverage of streets,
wide, which provides a simple, cheap and fast maintenance of, as well
as the ability to update.
o energy efficiency of transport (parking, gas stations, traffic
management, modes of transport, incl. new models, new fuels, the
use of electric vehicles and their gradual introduction).
Green enterprise:
o Comparison of State practice (Regulations of Belarus, Latvia and Lithuania
experience introduction of EU directives to reduce air pollution,
wastewater and other. pollution).
o Green purchasing - buying materials, products and goods from a nearby
neighbourhood.
Green energy (heat, lighting etc.):
o Heat production land, water, air, heating when used as fuel waste,
biological waste.
o Awareness of the dominant resources in the region (not enough wind, but
there are other types of energy - water, sun, the earth, the dregs).
Green cities:
o Planning of public space and parks;
o Designing walkways after people have already "inhabit" the territory, to be
able to see the desired direction of movement for people and create a cover.
o Educating the public about green thinking and behaviours:
o reducing waste, waste sorting,
decrease in consumption (not to rush to buy new things, and to restore and repair
the existing),
joint trip by car, cycling and walking,
eating local produce, use in households, the use of local products in business,
use of environmentally friendly materials and natural products.
o Awareness of the experience of municipalities in the insulation of public
facilities, the introduction of energy efficient heating, lighting,
transportation and other services, maintenance of green areas. Good
projects - "Smart Light" in Kraslava geothermal projects, solar and wood in
Visaginas.

II Pilot Activities (example):
• The introduction of energy-efficient solutions in each self-government (at work, at
home, in the local government), for example:
o Games inventors for kindergarten age.
o The most popular practical solutions in municipal institutions (energy projects) meet the requirements of our degrees of latitude in the dark and cold season heating and lighting solutions.
o Decisions of sustainable transport (bicycles etc.).
o Energy efficient office of Euroregion.
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Energy efficient office building etc.
Creation of green card of Euroregion (Map "green points ").

III Training and acquaintance with examples of energy efficiency.
 Training of the green management is organized using the map travel
experience green points.
 Provide examples of green in paragraphs (consumption of resources to
implement solutions, monitor savings device behaviour, the findings).
• Certification of "efficiency experts" - experts in energy efficient solutions and
technologies (know-how), people who are interested, know and use
environmentally friendly products and energy-saving solutions, and can talk about
it and show the public.
Target
audience

Specialists of governments and groups of society, starting with the target audience of
kindergarten age groups, united by common needs (residents of the neighbourhood,
the residents of the apartment building owners etc.).

Investments

The introduction of energy efficiency pilot activities in the territories of partners.

Indicative
budget

2,5 million EUR

Continuation of "Green Man"
projects
in
2007-2013

P21 Green house
Name

Green House

Justification

We all do not have enough knowledge about alternative energy, the choice of new
solutions and technologies that do not harm the environment and people, save
resources, but it does not degrade the quality of life. We do not have enough
knowledge on how we feel, using the chosen solution in everyday life - at home, at
work.
Partners of Euroregion have accumulated some experience in the introduction of
energy efficiency measures in response to the European policy in the field of energy
and environment.
In this project, the Euroregion, the successful practice of the project Green Man,
create model objects, which will serve as training centres, which show exhibit and
experience and educate the public about energy efficiency, help to understand and
fix the idea of energy efficiency.

Overall
objective

Promote energy efficiency and energy and popularizing the ideas of sustainable
farming in the territory of Euroregion "Country of Lakes".
Specific targets:
1) Deliberate practice activities in energy efficiency of Euroregion;
2) Implement three demonstration projects, training centres serving energy-efficient
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solutions and technologies, one in each country;
3) Develop and implement a monitoring program and demonstration facilities;
4) Arrange trips of training and exchange of experience;
5) Promote the demonstration sites and to develop programs of tourism and nonformal education.
Activities

I Research and existing experience of Euroregion
 Database of events of energy efficiency introduced by the partners (subject,
project, activities, solutions etc.);
 Trip of the exchange of experience in municipalities of partners;
 Development of ideas of demonstrational projects (for research of energy
materials, alternative energy, and so on, awareness of existing research).
II Investments
In each country, the reconstruction of existing buildings (government agencies,
educational and cultural institutions, and so on) form a significant object. The object
is equipped with modern heating systems (solar panels, heat the earth, water, etc.),
Light sensors, motion, hydroponics, stable systems collect and drain rainwater, built
from energy materials etc.
 Design of three buildings and areas of demonstration sites;
 Construction, reconstruction and landscaping, using a green procurement,
cooperation with employers to deliver energy-efficient products and
solutions.
III Training and exchange of experience
 Develop a monitoring program for demonstration projects and conduct
monitoring activities, incl. involving institutions of education and science;
 Demonstration materials of demonstration sites and informal education
programs (in cooperation with the media, experts in tourism and education,
youth and NGO):
- Brochures, manuals, presentations, videos, stories about the good quality of
the building (ecological, with good air, warm),
- Competitions, research of the historical, ecological materials, energy cultures
(clay, straw, flax, hemp, vine),
- Practical knowledge of workshops, camps and test jobs (even short-term
reality show about cooking food, exercise, various activities of life).
- Demonstration models of buildings, games,
- The organization of weeks of school projects at the demonstration sites,
- Project competitions organized demonstration sites of societies, schools and
other small organizations, incl. how can we save by implementing small
activities, for example, turning off the light, winding, saving water. Required
components - monitoring and presentation of the results of the project
participants.
- Production and distribution, and other products.
• Organization of exchange programs and training programs for project partners.

Target
audience

Educational and scientific institutions, governments and society in general.

Investments

Reconstruction of three existing buildings (government agencies, educational
institutions, culture, etc.), creating demonstration sites - one object in each country.

Indicative

2 million EUR
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budget
Continuation
of projects in
2007-2013

"Green Man"
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P22 Micro Light
Name

Micro Light

Justification

Geographic and climatic conditions of Euroregion "Country of Lakes" cause
substantial critical need for lighting. Municipalities, basing on the high cost of
electricity and a small number of people, often are forced to save in most parts of
cities and villages, the light is switched off. At night increases, the risk of injury, road
traffic accidents and crime, as well as the general well-being worsens.
It is not always possible to produce a large volume of Investments to improve energy
efficiency. Euroregion will develop an alternative approach - small investment
decisions by which achieved tangible savings, for example, placement of lighting in
the micro areas (bus stop, school entrance, staircase, parking etc.), sensors of water
supply, lighting with a motion sensor, and so on. Realization of these activities will
require significantly less, and the quality of life for residents will improve
considerably.

Overall
objective

Improve the quality of life in the territory of Euroregion "Country of Lakes", and
promote energy efficiency, thus positively affecting the reliability of the power
supply, contributing to climate change adaptation and competitiveness of the
economy of Euroregion.
Specific targets:
1) Develop a declaration of Euroregion (principles) "Country of Lakes" small energyefficient actions and actions for the territories partner (technical projects,
improvement projects, installing lighting, sanitary equipment etc.);
2) Contribute to public education and municipalities on energy intelligent behaviour
of commercially available small solutions that can significantly increase the energy
efficiency);
3) Conduct an audit of premises and territories and implement pilot projects - a set
of small energy-efficient operations at locations chosen partners.

Activities

I Research and planning of energy efficiency
 Awareness of the needs of municipalities. Maps of dark points.
 Compilation of examples of energy efficient lighting (technical, technological,
ergonomic, using alternative energy, design examples, for example, bench
lighting, office desk with lighting, motion sensors etc.).
 Study tours to representatives of partners in some European countries (for
example, Denmark), which has accumulated extensive experience in the use
of alternative energy in public areas, offices.
 Developing solutions for each partner, depending on the degree of
preparedness of the partner (concept, technical project, project
improvement, construction, landscaping, and installation of equipment) to
selected partners of buildings and grounds.
II Cooperation of public and private sectors, community involvement and education:
 Acquaintance with small energy-efficient solutions in collaboration with large
companies (shares, social marketing campaigns, training and other Activities,
to let people know cheap and functional solutions);
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Declaration or 10 postulates on the environmental behaviour of Euroregion;
Social campaign of leaders of society, the involvement of municipalities
chairmen in the action to popularize models of environmental behaviour;
Media materials (home pages with interesting videos);
Social campaign for kindergartens and schools (interesting hands-on play for
the development of physics, making layouts, saving his own observations of
economy activities and results);
Social campaign for office (printing, saving lighting, water).

III Infrastructure
 Energy audit of selected municipalities of buildings and green spaces,
identifying a small amount of investments;
 Installation of individual objects illumination in dark areas (for example,
stops, entrance to school stairwell, walking the road to the street etc. Places that do not reach the public lighting network);
 Decisions of local lighting for the ski slopes, parks and green areas;
 Replacement of lamps and water taps in municipal institutions;
• And other investments of small volumes of local pilot projects in cooperation
with the manufacturers of lighting new technologies etc.
Target
audience

Residents of cities and villages of Euroregion, utilities of municipalities.

Indicative
budget

1 million EUR

Continuation
of projects in
2007-2013

"Green Man"

P23 Energy culture and materials
Name

Capital of Nature of euroregion “Coentry of Lakes”

Justification

Bills for heating, electricity and the cost of health care services are great, so people
will be more and more interested in the use of energy efficient and environmentally
friendly and human forms of energy and materials.
This project will explore, enter and test the methods and technologies for the
territory of Euroregion "Country of Lakes" to justify the possibility of using the
advantages provided by nature.







The use of energy crops (vine, hemp) as fuel in centralized and individual heating
systems, the use of new boilers;
The use of wastewater sludge and compost produced therefrom for growing
vines;
Pairing the production of renewable energy with waste water purification;
The use of wood chips as mulch in ornamental horticulture and landscaping;
Uses of water, solar, wind energy;
Types of alternative fuel and electric;
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Waste recycling and use of waste to produce heat.

This idea, which is interesting to investigate further to develop and implement. Every
participant will select one area of research, materials, crops and so on. E., Approves,
and share experiences with other participants in the project.
Overall
objective

Facilitate the acquisition, production and use of environment and human friendly
raw materials in the territory of Euroregion "Country of Lakes", thus increasing
energy efficiency and promoting climate change adaptation.
Specific targets:
1) Evaluation of natural resources and natural advantages available on the members
of Euroregion "Country of Lakes";
2) Implement a research program for the production of alternative energy and
environmentally friendly raw materials and human;
3) Disseminate and promote the use of environmental and human friendly materials
and technologies in households, public administration and manufacturing.

Activities

I Researches:
• Analysis of natural advantages, assessment of natural resource areas of the
project participants;
• Examination, defining needs (heating, water, apartment buildings, streets etc.);
• Research on historically used materials;
• Analysis of introduced projects and previous practice;
• Develop plans for alternative energy in the municipalities;
• Involvement of higher education and research institutions.
II Testing methods, research and popularizing:
• Practical application of hemp farms and farms of other energy plants and other
environmentally friendly building materials;
• Preparation of research programs, workshops, examples of experimental areas;
• Use of energy plants in parks and urban plantings;
• Popularizing. Interesting presentation of a new methods and materials (layouts),
participation in exhibitions and fairs, trip on exchange of experience to
popularize methods.
III Introduction:
• Patenting thermal insulation methods, cultivation, use, and other methods;
• Association, farms, enterprises.

Target
audience

Higher education institutions research institutions, manufacturers, farms,
agricultural products processing enterprises as well as schools, local government
institutions and NGO.

Investments

Investments in public utilities and public buildings, depending on the chosen
methods and materials.

Indicative
budget

0,9 million EUR

Continuation
"Green Man ",
of projects in as well as examples of implemented projects in Kraslava PEA (funded by the Baltic
2007-2013
Sea Region Programme)
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P24 Heritage of regional building of Euroregion "Country of Lakes"
Name

Preservation of regional architectural heritage

Justification

The project of preservation of regional traditions of construction.
Located on the territory of Euroregion urban and rural development has gone
through similar political and social processes reflected in urban and rural building.
The urban planning has a major role in development of the Soviet era, sometimes
well-preserved historic centre. In rural building most vivid regional character of
layout of farms, building materials, roofs, fences, window frames and other elements
of the buildings, as well as the dominant colours.
Scope of construction is a good basis for cooperation with a wide range of issues to
be resolved and involved professionals.
The widespread dilemma on preservation of historic buildings and combining
historical values with modern materials forms and requirements of residents
regarding comfort.
The project will help to assess applied in different countries the methods and
approaches of conservation of cultural heritage and to continue building traditions,
seeking innovative solutions combining new construction trends and Crafts.

Overall
objective

To keep the heritage of regional building traditions and crafts, combining modern
ideas of building a regional cultural heritage.
Specific targets:
1) Organize training for architects and building departments of local governments, to
promote and revive the tradition of regional development.
2) Involve restorers, architects, trade schools and private owners in bringing order to
the historical monuments, cultural and historical sites.
3) Pilot demonstration projects of regional traditions of building in local
municipalities.

Activities

I Research and synthesis of traditions of regional development and the creation of
informative material
• Compilation of regional building traditions of partners from Belarus, Lithuania
and Latvia (regional museums and schools).
• Expeditions and field research in each country – competitions, typical examples
of regional development.
• Preparation of informative materials.
• Informative seminars on cross-border exchange of experiences about the unique
and similar architectural heritage.
• Mobile exhibitions of the building crafts.
• Develop proposals on building regulations of local governments, the concept of
cultural and historical buildings.
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II Workshops, vocational classes, traveling exhibitions
• Acquisition of restorative workshops, groups of crafts related to interior design
and landscaping of inner and outer space.
• Preparation of samples of craft, workshops interior materials and regional
construction.
• Preparation of a pilot object - at home, building or other structure located in a
self-service, which in each country can serve as a vivid example of regional
development.
• Organization of the restoration works of the object self.
Target
audience






Specialists of building departments municipalities - architects, planners, experts
in real estate, landscape architects,
Employees of ethnographic museums,
Specialists of vocational education and secondary schools,
Company, restorative and cultural projects and artisans working on an update of
real estate.

Investments

Public buildings municipalities, residential buildings.

Indicative
budget

1,5 million EUR

Continuation
of projects in
2007-2013

-
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4. SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT PART
A part of territorial development shows the role of Euroregion in firming transborder cooperation to
support complex development of territories in accordance with priorities of EU, cooperation and
exchange of experience on the local level.
A part of territorial development shows cooperation areas of Euroregion, functional connections and
interests involved in the context of EU priorities.

Successful territorial development in 2020 shows the maps:
• Euroregion’s spatial structure in future;
• City network in future;
• Transport and engineering network in future;
• Future structure of biodiversity.
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4.1. Euroregion’s spatial structure in future
The structure of Euroregion in future includes key elements and key functional spaces of territorial
development.

11.scheme.

Euroregion’s spatial structure in future
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4.2. City network in future
Symbiosis of villages and cities
Comparing to other euroregions, there are no such cities in the territory of Euroregion, which could
provide urban environment, urban culture. The main structure of the localities of Euroregion show
interaction between cities and countryside.
City network of Euroregion consists of biggest cities and they attract small cities. Every city and
country administrative locality take its niche (role) in Euroregion and participate in corresponding
projects of border cooperation.

12.scheme.

City network of Euroregion “Country of Lakes"
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4.3. Future structure of transport and engineering
network
The map of transportation and engineering network shown the main structure of the corridors
connecting countries of the euroregion.
Quality infrastructure of roads and border crossing points is one of the conditions necessary for
successful cooperation.

13.scheme.

Main transportation corridors in Euroregion “Country of Lakes"

The territory of Euroregion is crossed by international motorways:
 Western Eastern motorway E22/A12 “Jekabpils-Rezekne-Ludza-Russian border (Terehova)” in the
territory of Latvia, which continues as M9 “Moscow-Riga” in the territory of Russia;
 Western Eastern motorway A6 “Riga-Daugavpils-Kraslava-Belarussian border (Paternieki)” in the
territory of Latvia and P20 “Vitebsk-Polatsk-Riga” in the territory of Belarus;
 Western Eastern motorway P69 “Daugavpils-Skrudaliena-Belarussian border (Selene) in the
territory of Latvia and P3 “Braslaw-Daugavpils” in the territory of Belarus;
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North South motorway E262/A13 “Russian border (Grebnevo)-Rezekne-Daugavpils-Lithuanian
border (Medumi)” in the territory of Latvia and E262 / A6 “Kaunas-Zarasai-Daugavpils” in the
territory of Lithuania.

Border cooperation should be worked out in order to improve infrastructure of the most important
border points between Latvia and Belarus:
 Border point of customs and sanitary control Paterinieki-Grigorovschina on the motorway
A6/P20,
 Border point of customs and sanitary control Silene-Urbani on the motorway P68/P3.
Strategy project “Green corridor”.
The territory of the euroregion in North-South direction is crossed by railway of strategy value “St.
Petersburg-Warsaw”; in West-East direction – railway of strategy value “Riga-Moscow” and “KrustpilsRezekne II” and “Rezekne-Daugavpils”.
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4.4. Nature structures of the future
On the map “Natural structures”, important natural values of Euroregion are specified, at the same
time the uniqueness of the tourism in Euroregion.
In the period from 2014 to 2020 prior projects should be continued, which develop lake usage,
management of protected areas and development of natural tourism.
See the section 3.2 Strategy projects “Water project”, “Free time project”, “GreenMan II.

14.scheme.

Euroregion’s „Country of Lakes” nature structures of the future
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